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ROCHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY
YOUNG ADULT STUDY

FINAL REPORT

I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since financial cutbacks forced the closing of the Then Lounge in the Central

Library of Pochester Public Library in July 1976, the staff and administration

have wanted to know how Central could Lest serve the needs of .young adults and

encourage them as library users. Information is needed about who they are"; how,

when and.why they use Central; what problems they encounter; what are their

information needs; and how does Central's resources meet these needs. This study,

which covered the period August 1977 to May 1978, was addressed to these concerns,

with the expressed Purpose of producing recommendations that would be ._r-ed for

service and program planning. The project was financed by grants in 197 r11 1973

from the Library Services and Construction Act.

The need to accomplish investigative research of young adult library use cannot

be denied. ThroughOut the literature examined, many references were found pointin7

to the value of determining infcTmation needs of young adults and making current

library YA services more responsive to young adult needs. Many RPL/MCLS staff

indicated during interviews or on a questionnaire their concern that if young

adult needs are not properly acknowledged,, all the effort that children's services

devotc! to ptting them interested in reading will be wasted once they no longer

need to uL, ..praries for school-related reasons. A statement from the ALA/YASDIs

manual, Directions for Library Service to Young Adults, discses this concern:

"Young, adults compone roughly one-fifth of the total population,
but for many libraries, they form a majority of the users. It is,.
of course, in the role of student that most young reonle use
libraries, but the purpose of this manual is to present a rationale
and a model or serving the needs of the whole nerson, whether
those needs arc rel ated to the pursuit of formal education or to
the search for nersonal growth and well bcinr. The young adut
whose experience with librJrie has been positive will become the

4



citizen most likely to continue to use and support libraries. A

commitment to good service for youth, therefore, b comes an
investment in the community's and the library's future.

While growing up has never been an easy task, the social climate
of the last decade has exacerbated the problem. The 1970 White

house Conference on Children pointed out that millions of our
chiluren are turning to drugs; venereal disease rates are soar-

teen suicide rate is shocking;.FDI reports show the juvenile

crime rate hitting record highs*...Thus community institutions
face an enormous challenge, requiring first and foremost a
commitment to a concerted attack on the problem, drawing on all
available stalls and services in the community." 1

Howev,:r, a 1970 study of Y/A services of all public libraries in New Jersey showed

that libraries were slanting their in-library either away from y ng adults

or toward only the school-related needs of young adults; that se vice young

adults was ranked lower than to adults or chiliren; that most service to young

a,h1lts is reference rather than recreational p:,ogramming or reader's advisory; and
2

that the majority of the librarians felt that lroung adults needed more attention.

Does a similar situation exist in N.Y. State and in RPL/NCLS? The winter 1978

issue of the N.Y. State Library's The Pookmarl: provides an indication that N.Y.

State supports quality young adult services. Tie entire issue** is devoted to Y/A

services, especially the kind of services that involve young adults in the planning

and services that stimulate reading and personal development.

Information about local young adults similar to this national description appears

in Chapter III.

This issue is highly recommended for all staff to read.



Since a study of YA services in the entire RPL /NCLS system is outside the scope of

this study (although some pertinent comments will be included'throughout this

report), just how did this researcher go about obtaining the necessary data and

information to respond to the objectives of this study.

t4.



II. NETIIODOLO(Y

Although an extensive literature search was carried out for the period 1969

to present, and correspondence was initiated with YA divisions of state and

national library associations irv,,uiring about current or recent research

studies of a similar nature, nothing was located that completely matched the

situation and objectives of this study. However, much important information from

other relevant research studieS and literature dealing with YA services was

looatedthat.will be referred to throughout this report.

The specific methods of primary data collection used to meet the objectives of

this study represent variety of techniques. They are chartee along with

the study's objectives on the following two pages.

7



OBJECTIVES

YOUNG ADULT STUDY

SOU u OF \

DATA INPUT

ti

1. Ascertain Central staff's views about

young adults; usage in their division;

YA collection and development of collection; ,

services in divisions,

2. Ascertain demographic/socio-economic

characteristics of inner-city youth, city

youth and county youth,

3. Collect input regarding YA needs, problems,

services, lacks in service', etc. from selected

community youth agency people and representatives

of alternative schools.

Collect statistics on phone and walk-in

use made by young adults in''Central.

Division heads and division

public service staff,

consultants, assistant

directors, and former director

of RPL, and other staff

associated With former Teen

Lounge or Y/A services, and

most high school pages.

Census and local 'data reported

in research studies. Noted

by interviews with appropriate

staff from youth agencies and

planning agencies.

Community youth agency

personnel and alternative

school personnel.

Young adults in Central'or

,phoning Central.

5. Collect statistics and obstrvatim; , Young adults in Central.

inhouse use of Central by yolIng adults.

6. Ascertain young adult usage of Central,

their reasons for using, how they use it,

their information needs, degree of satisfaction, etc.

7. Follow-tip Of th-house questtonnaire of young

adult users of Central to ascenain in more detail

why they don't ask for help, the problems they

encounter, and their general usage patterns,

Young adults in Central.

Young adults in Central.

DATA

COLLECTION F2N

COLLECTION

DATES

"Staff Interview" 9/77 and

form. Approximately 3/78

45 staff interviews

(some individual and

some group) were

conducted by project

director.

Notes, charts, tables,

interview notes.

Personal interviews

by phone or in-person

conducted by project

director.

8/22-9/30/77

9/77-3/78

"Patterns of information 10/3-10/8/77

requests " form. Collected and

by division staff, 3127-4/1/78

"Head-Count and Obser-

vations" form collected

by project.director.

10/3-l0,'8/77

Self-administered il/21-12/3/77

questionnaire:r Prbject

director and 2 assistants

monitoring.

"Interview-Questionnaire" 2/78, 3/78

form. Approx. 150 4/78

conducted by project director,



MOTIVE , SOURCE OF

DATA INPUT

DATA

COLLECTION FORM

COLLEMON

DATES

8.. Ascertain community librarians' expectations

of Central's role;, their resources;: services and

activities for young adults; statistics on Y/A

populations served, etc.

9, Collect further input front in-libiary

young adults regarding their .0e of community,

libraries and Central, their knoWledge of and

use of I,L,L, and their potential interest in

programmfng,

10, Ascertain the existence and quality of

junior and senior high school libraries in Monroe

County,

All librarians in Monroe

County public librarieS,

'Young adults in 1]

community' libraries,

Coordinatois for library

services in Rochester and

Monroe Co; school districts.'

11, Collect input from a representative outside- Junior and senior high s hool

of-library sample of young adults (particularly students from 5 secondary

non-users) regarding their needs, interests, schools,

reading habits, use/non-use of public libraries, etc,

12, Evaluate Central's collection (print and

non-print) vis-a-vis young adult maL:-ials,

YA consultant, A/V

consultant, RAW staff,

division staff, and use

of "Best Book;" lists.

Mal-out questionnaire 10/77 and

with follow-up and on- 3/78

site observations for

selected libraries.

Self-administered 3/13-3/18/78

questionnaire.

Phone in &erviews 2/78 and

conducted by project 5/78

airecter.

Self-administered

questionnaire, monitored

by teachers and in 2

schools by project

direcDr. Midtown Plaza

sample monitored by project

director and Y/A consultant.

4/78

InL..r;ievs, personal 3/73 and

observations, and notes, 4/78



The design of all the data collection instruments (questionnaires, interview-

ing forms, and statistics recording forms) was created by this researcher.

Copies of these forms, explanatory material about them, and statements of

the methodology us(d for the design of each survey are found in the Appendix.

Pre-testing was accomplished for all questionnaires used.

A very brief discussion of survey research is :n order at this poinc. La:-^ely

because of the inherent difficulties in survey research--ie., drawing a

sample, chance of respondert error in completing self-administered nuestionnaire,

low response rate, survey location influencing response, etc.- -this res archer

has attempted to draw larger samples than may have been necessary to make

certain that the findings are valid, reliable, and representative of young

adult library users in Monroe County, In addition, an attempt was made to

survey young adults in as milny environments as possible--inside Central,

in selected community libraries, in secondary schools, and in Midtown Shopping

Plaza--in order to counterbalance the in!luence that the location might have
0

on response,

The self-administered questionnaire was utilized in all cases hecause of limits-

tions of staff time. This researcher is aware of the advantages and disad-

vantages of self-administeed questionnaires--the primary advantage is the

ability to obtain input from a large 4uantity of young adults, and the primary

disadvantage i.s the chance of respondent error is increased. For all three

questionnaires dcfsigned for use by young adults, the response rate was high'

and the percentage of questionnaires that were lot processed becans,:2 of not

being properly completed was very low. This researcher feels that the evers11



findings of all questionnait.en are reliable sources from which to obtain data

for planning decisions. The only unrepr,,;entative, and therefore unreliable,

survey effort is the data collected from the non-users that were identified in

the secondary school sample and the Midtown Plaza sample. The number of

respondents so identified (53) is just too small to be representative.

Since no monies had been allocated for computer time for data processing,*

all processing and analysis was accomplished by this researcher with the

helpful assistance of one part-time CETA assistant and on two separate occasions,

the assistance of two other CETA employees for questionnaire tabulation.

A synthesis of the results and findings from all these data collection sources

is the basis for this report. Organization of the presentation is divided

into there chapters: III. WHO ARE THE YOUNG ADULTS?

IV. WHAT ARE THE INFORMATION NEEDS/LIBRARY NEEDS OF
YOUNG ADULTS?

V. YOUNG ADULT USE OF CENTRAL

VI. EVALUATION OF CENTRAL

VII. \HAT EXISTS vs WHAT IS NEEDED: POSSIBLE GAPS/LACKS

VIII. RECOMrENDATIONS FOR ACTION

*An attempt was made to have the secondary school questionnaires processed
by the FUNY-Brockport's Sociology Pepartment's computer processiw; unit, uhich
operates n free service of computer procesrin.: of survey rcrenrch. Ho,,,ever,

insuf!-LCicnt tie nlioT,ed by this rcrc:Ircher to mc'et the dendlincs estr:!--
lished by the computer processing unit.



III. WHO ARE THE YOUNG ADULTS?

Definition

This researcher operated without a clear definition of "young adult" for

about half of the study; in fact, two different age ranges were used for the

three major surveys in order to arrive at some sort of age or grade level-

based definition of "young adult."* The most recent meeting of YASD/ALA at

mid-winter 1978 focused on the problem of defining more specifically young

adults. Although it is functionally possible to define young adults as the

equivalent of seventh through twelfth grade (usually 12-18 years of age), this

researcher prefers the definition previously offered by YASD/ALA: young adult

is the equivalent of adolescent, beginning with the onset of physical

maturation and ending with the young person's identification with and choice

of an adult role in society.
3

Another developmental approach to defining young adults was found in a local

study of the west side of Rochester:

"...Adolescents must operate in a twilight zone that lies between childhood,

where parents are in control and adult independence, where the individual

is responsible for his dccisions. Within this twilight zone, the adolescent

must disentangle himself from the family, develop bisexual relationships,
become educated, choose a career, and for many west side youth, build

a nuclear he of their own. The adolescent must accomplish these
goals with minimal guidance from the co=unity or the family. Youth

are, to a large extent, isolated f. . the adult community." 4

"Tho in-house Nev./Doc survey included ages 10-20. The findings indicnte

thar college students and 5th and 6th ',1.aders should not be considered as pnrt

of Crnitralls voting adult users since college students tended to use Central

loss regularly than order student groupings; they tended to use it almost
exclusively for course-related reasons: :lad they tended to he more skilled in

usin it. Fifth and sixth graders, although they may be more sophisticated
librnry users than in years past And arr using all the divisions, adequately

served by the (:llildruss Room. Al l other surveys used the definition 7th-12th
F,,rader or 12-13 yearr of age.



Many variations can be found in the literature ranging from the ages 12-17,

17-17, 13-18, 13-20, 13-22, etc. Review publications, if they segregate by

age or grade, usually d6 it by the category "junior high and up". For Central

purposes this researcher recommends the general definition of junior high

through senior high which is roughly equivalent to ageS 12-18, although variation

occurs due to the maturation level of the individual.

CHA7ACTERTSTICS nF LOCAL YOUNG ADULTS

Most all the information about the characteristics and general needs of local

young adults was obtained from the excellent two-volume report Planning, for

Youth Services in Monroe County (1976) by the Center for Governmental Research,

Rochester, N.Y.
5

This research study and planning document was carried out

for the Rochester-Monroe County Youth Bureau.

Similar to other segments of Rochester's population, the young adult population

is on the decline in the City of Rochester but on the increase in the suburban

towns around Rochester. Predictions made by the Department of Community

Development's Bureau of Planning state that between 1970-1980, "Rochester's

population...will be maintained at its current level through aggressive City

development efforts aimed toward enhancing the attractiveness, safety, and

comfort of city living." 6

Nh -it is nenarnnt thnn, is thnt u!gh the nnpulpinn ^F noel -!eatc,r 4r not

expected to grow, there is a strong -annitment to maintain the current level

of population by working toward improving the.quality of life. However, it

is also not-1 in the previously mentioned report on development objectives

that the population base is changing: small households of one or two persons



are displacing larger family units. This aspect will, of course, influence

future community development. But what are the demographic and socio-economic

characteristics of Rochester's and Monroe County's young adults?

There are approximately 146,260 young adults (19% of the total population)

between the ages of 10 to 20 in Monroe County*; 108,305 between the ages of

10 to 17; and 54,135 between the ages of 14-17. It is impossible to obtain

records that exactly correspond to this report's age definition of young adult

(12-18) since no agency provides data for that exact age range. In the City of

Rochester there are approximately 48,980 (17% of the total population) between

the ages of 10-20; 33,575 between the ages of 10-17; and 16,580 (6% of total)

between the ages of 14-17. This last figure compares quite closely to the

1976 secondary public school enrollment figure of 16,497. When the parochihl

schools' enrollment figures are included for grades 7-12, ..:11e figure jumps to

about 21, 570 (8% of total).

Of these young people who live in Rochester, the ethnic distribution is

approximately 3% Americcn Indian, 40% Black, 3% Oriental, and 7% Spanish

surnamed. Looking more -closely at the inner city area which is roughly equiva-

lent to th- r.P.1 districts (commlmity Analysis Model) Central Business District,

the Model. Cities District, and the Madison District,** it is found that the

percentages of ethnic minorities are greatest in those districts.

*Based on 1974 Monroe County Planninc,, documents and city and county school

district enrollment reports as reported in the report Planning for Comprehensive

Youth Services in Monroe County.

**See the maps on pgs. 41-43 of the Appendix.



A statistiOal profile of the inner city youth reveals that these three districts

show higher and in many cases the highest rates for various stat4qtical

indicators that reflect negatively on the quality of life in the inner city.

Arrest rates and victimization rates for the 16-20 age range are the highest in

the inner city; the drop-out rate and long-term suspension rate is on the

increase for the youth living in the inner city; the inner city has the

highest percentage of substandard housing; youth living in the Model Cities

and Madison districts account for over 50% of the reported cases of gonorrhea

and syphillis; the highest birth rate to females under 20 and highest rate of

abortion for under 20 are for the inner city; and Madison District and the 19th

':arc have the greatest percentage of 16-21 year old males who are not in high

school or high school graduates but who are unemployed or not in the labor

force. These kinds of indicators, plus others not included, are all aspects

of a typically urban inner-city pattern of which Rochester is no exception:

Rochester's inner city has the highest percenrage of single parent households

with children under 18, with the lowest median family income and the highest

percentage of families below the poverty line. What does all this mean for

libraries?

Libraries in Monroe County must he aware of three important phenomena when

planning decisions for young adult services: 1. the young adult population

will not increase in the City of Rochester although it has and may continue

to be on the increase until the early 1980's in the suburban areas surrounding

Rochester; 2. the composition and characteristics of the City young adult popu-

lation is diverse with a significantly high ethnic minority portion; 3. there

are a number of geographic areas in Rochester which experience the greatest

mount of youth problems, largely reflective of the lower socio-economic char-



acteristics of the population in these areas. What about the young adults

who live around Central or who use Central?

CENTRAL'S YOUNG ADULT POPULATION

Young adult users of Cr,tral come from all over Monroe County; however, the

majority live and attend schools in Rochester. In fact, the two week survey

of young adult users of Central revealed that 617, of the respondents both

live and attend school within the City of Rochester.* During vacation periods,

Saturdays, and to a lesser degree weekday evenings, the number of young adult

users who come from the towns surrounding Rochester increases, noticeably from

Brighton, Greece and Irondequoit. Personal interviews reveal the same finding:

the majority of Centra"s users are from Rochester.

The overwhelming majority of Centr41's young adult users are white students,

particularly "ram the senior high grades 10th-12th, with a nearly equal number

of males and females. Comparing these survey findings to the young adult popu-

lation who live in the nearby area and/or who attend an educational program

near Central provides a more comprehensive view of Central's more freque

young adult users and potential users.

According to the 1974 population figures for the Central Business District,**

which is thi, CAM district-that-surrounds Central, only 265 young adults between

the ace of 10-17 reside in this area.. If the 18-20 year olds are included, the

fi5oro For thr3 10-17 ai.;c tho 1974 figure, of 265

':;ihe City of Rochester as used in this report is synonymous with the
political (ntity, not the postal mailing area.

*,':'..;ee the rap on p. 4' of the Appendi.

-13-
.18



represents a decrease in population of -114.1% since the 1970 federal census.

If the decline has continued, there are even less than 265.young adults living

in the area. near Central. Exactly where they live is not known to this researcher,

although some young adult users revealed during interviews that they live in

the neighborhood between Monroe High School and the inner loop.

There is little chance to overturn this pattern of declining population.

According to Richard Rosen of the Rochester Community Development Office, no

housing units are planned for the downtown area, especially since the Strong

Museum has purchased the land that was previously intended for housing./

Even though the young adult population who rc3ide near Centra. is not large

and has no potential to grow, are there any other factors to be considered

when assessing the potential young adult population near Central?

Already mentioned is the group.of young adults who come to Central from all

over the city and county. Referring just to the estimates provided by the

Rochester School District, the amoJnt of secondary students who ride public

transportaion and change buses downtown is between 3600-3900 students. These

students are near Central daily. Some of them do use Central, but there are

others, no doubt, who do not even know_wher-67tentral is located.

_Ancifher group of young adults, previously unidentified, are the approximately

1100 students of alternative educational programs* based in the downtown area.

These programs serve the edueatiunally disrdvantaged, who are usually also the

*See the chart on pgs. 5-6 of the Appendix.
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socio-economically disadvantaged, and the more independent-learners of School

Without Walls and Interim Jr. High. Many of Central's frequent user's are

students from the schools just mentioned; however, the majority of students

from the other seven programs listed in the chart are got users of Central,

even though Central is the closest library to their school. Reasons for

their non-use of Central and recommendations for how to serve them will be

discussed laterin other sections of this report.

Also to be considered are the young adults who are tutored at Centr:. Approx-

imately 16 to 20 tutors and their students use Central durng the eoursc of a

week. As many as 7 tutors and 8 students were counted in Central on Lrig, occasior!.

Most of these young adult students are enrolled in the Learning Disabilities

Center's home tutoring program. This is a unit of Rochester City School

Distri.ct's special education program.

J

What is important to note is that even though Central is not surrounded by

a residential community, and therefore has few young adults actual4 living

close to Central, between 12% to 147 * of all of C!,!ntral's users are young adults.

These young people come from all over the county, but the majority are students

*This percentage range reflects the seasonal variation. Dui=ing the Nov. 21-.
Dec. 3rd survey, 131 of all users were young, adults as previously defined in
this report. The October 1977 and March 1578 one-week surveys included telephone
usage by Y/A's, and also tallied only reluests for assistance mady by Y/A's and
hourly head counts; therefore the percentaes of Y/A's to total users for these
two surveys is less precise and cannot: be compared to the two week Nov./Dcc.
survey. However, averngim; the percentages for ern:ests made with headconnts,
the Oct. week's calculation is 14% and the March week's calculation is 12%.



in Rochester public and parochial schools. A very significant portion

of Central's very frequent users (once a week or more often) arc students

from School Without Walls, Interim Jr. High, andstudents registered in the

Rochester City School. District's Learning Disabilities Center. And a

potential young adult user population for Central are the approximately 750

students enrolled in the downtown alternative educational programs for dropouts,

"problem students", or otherwise educationally disadvantaged.

.

i.



IV. WHAT- ARE THE iNl'ORMATION NEEDS/LIBRARY NEEDS OF YOUNG ADULTS?

There is a distinction made in this report between young adult total information

needs* and those information needs that either traditionally or potentially can

be met by libraries. "Information need" is defined as a need or desire for any

ind of information from any scurc3 that is either identified by young adults or

inferred from_ statistical indicators that measure and quantify young adult experience.

"Library need" is defined as the information or material located in a library that

is identified as being needed or desired by'young adults.

INFORMATION NEEDS

First to be considered are information needs that young adults identified themselves.

Ascertaining information need is a very difficult task. Since arlatcempt was never

made formally to do this in personal interviews, this researcher has used several

other sources to piece together the elements of information need. One Of the sources

used to obtain this information is a 1975 -Survey conducted by the Rochester-Monroe
9

County Youth Bureau in four Rochester high schools. Although .this survey was

design(d to assess all kin4 of youth needs, two important inferences related to

information need can be drawn from the data: 1) there was cxnressed a major concern

't:MnFormation as used in this contex r ludes facts or ideas that are needed or
desired for recreational and personal inter.-:ts, life skills, and educational
nurnoses. It can be conveyed by various sour es -- verbal, print, and non-print.



for locating jobs, job training, and job 'counseling; however, 42% indicated that

there was no way to find out about the available jobs and job training programs.

It seems that a centralized clearinghouse for job information is needed for

young adults. 2) 59% cf the sample indicated that there is not enough different

kinds of things to do, and 46% of the sample indicated there are not enough

recreational activities for youth. It would seem, then, that both the collection

and dissemination of information about what recreational activities are available,

and the actual offering of more activities for young adults are needed.

Another source that was tapped to determine young adult needs for information are

the in-house reports issued by crisis telephone information services. Monthly reports

were studied from "Got A Problem" and a,yearly report for 1975 ( most current

available) was provided by Lifeline regarding their Teen Hotline. Between 12 - 20%

of the total callers of these information and referral services were young adults.

The.types' of problems and needs that were identified arechiefly crisis kinds of

information; such as, pregnancy and abortion information, information for runaways

about temporary ilousing, drug and alcohol information,.and legal information. Also,

accordin7, to the .Teen Hotline report, 23% of the call_ had to do with family problems

and 39% were related to school, peer, and self-image problems. It is important to

be aware of tIle orohlems and concerns represented 1-v these crisis services, since

they represent areas of information need that can be met by means of library Pro-

gramming and materials.

The secondary school survey included a question tat specificallY 'asked the young

adult rc:7;rilai:nt:. ta ac& the types of information/material that are perceived

as being wanted or needed, ana to check if they would use a library to fill -Cho need.



Categories of material such as fiction Looks or music recordigs rot

be ,included at this point since .they refer less to inforl,mation need than library

need. Of the remaining categories that were lid on the questionnaire, the

most frecuently checked ones in rank order are crafts andhoLLies, educatipnal

and 'career onnortunities, games and sports, availalJle local job training nrogr3ms

and joL opportunites, self understanding and family problems, and sex education.

However, since the jc,ung adult respondents were limited by the choice;'_' availa1-10

this finding does not mean to imnlv that these are the only categories of

information need. Instead, it is presented as another source of input to contribute

to the understanding of young adult in.formation need.

Some very significant needs have been identified by the Pochester-onroc County

Youth Pureau ns a part of their vearl..' comprehensive needs assessment and planninT

process. These needs are F,esed on various statistical indicators in the broad areas

of criminal justice, education, environmental influence, family relationships,

health, socio-economic participation and mental health. In response to these

indicators of need, the Youth Bureau has developed 1978 nrogrammatic goals, from

which can be inferred some indication of information need to which public libraries

are capable of responding. Some of these goals arc:

1) "Expand the concept and prozr9fiNi,pg,of arts, recreational, cultural
and leisure tin activities throughout'tha -County. Emphasis should
be placed nn develoning pro rams which hel7).youth learn and appreciate
new leisure pursuits and broaden their cultural perceptions...

LA

4:5)
2) Develop programs which will help reduce vou:thfulunemplol.rment, ,

com2)nior.came.r,ocilleaiional14017p101m,entoorTorlentsuf'.h a varlet.: ,fr717:
-.

of ontions...

'- 3) Provide f;;.mily plannin7, :services (human sexuality, venereal disease
prevention, etc.)"10

°
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Furthermore, the needs and programmatic goals identified in 1977 included two areas

that:directly have involved ras or.s1oul'd involve MCLS. These are: 1) "The

.
-

continuation of the effort tc imnlement a'County-wide centralited youth information

I

1

.
.

.
.

system for planning purPoses; and 2) the expansion of.thCounty-wide centralized

information and referral system "(Cot-A-Problem) for children and youth_services,

.

including a written resource directory'as well aa-a'central telephone nUmher...
- ,

continue to advocate for the inclusion in the telechone/I8R system of "one shot"

11

a .tivities that are available for youth throughout the County."

In addition to the various information needs already identified,- thi,,
r
researcher

feels that much can be gleaned from the underlying needs that correspond to ,

developmental cFlanges in adolescence. Most all the articles located that even

remotely touched on the problem of information need related thesa needs to the

problems and char-es that are part of adolescence. General characteristicsof

.

adolescence that create problems and information need are: the struggle for identity;

need to achieve economic. and emotional independence from narents; the selection of

and rrenaration for an occuratir)n; thiA development of an approDriate 'sex role; and

the development of conscie:Ice, morality, and a set of values. It is not difficult

to infer from these aforementioned concerns that are universal to all young adults

what kind of information is needed. Young adult librarians, secondany school teachers

and counselors, youth workers, or anyone who worl:s with young adults and talLs c.nci

Listens to them would have no trouble listing the concerns and nrolems about,which

they ne&I i riformatich.
ti

LIFPAEY

The data sources used to i.,16itify their library needs are particular questions from the

nurvcys and relewnt omments from interviews with 'voun adults 1i::rz:r7

-20-
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library staff, and teachers end representatives of alternatiVe educational programs.

The three library surveys of young adults (in-house survey,_ community librar

survey and secondary school survey) and the two one-week in-house statistical

data collection efforts (October 1977-and March 1978) all revealed that tl-e primary

reason for needing to use Central was for school-related-Purposes. Interviews with

young adult'users in Central and with division heads also revealed school-related

as the p Zmary reason.

Not referring to any particular library, the greatestquantity and percentage of

the secondary school respondents chose materials for school-related work as the

(
item of greatest need. This choice also received the greatest percentage of res-

cpondents who indicated they would use a library to beet the need. This finding

of school-related use as the primary reason for, using libraries is confirmed by

responses to a similar question about YA use of MCLS libraries in the October 1977,

,question aire by the MCLS community librarians.*
'r

lioWever, the need for; recreational- related materials should not be considered

insificant. In all of the surveys .and datacol_eCtibn efforts, the use of

-recreational-related materials represented between 16% - 36% of the responses for
7.

'why Central is used. More often than not, especially with the lower grade levelE'%-b.Qth:

.1

This findin w,i's validated without excention by every other research study of
Young adult lihfpry use that was located in the literature.



school-related and recreational-related reasons for using Central were indicated.

Also, the items "fiction books to read for pleasure" and "non-fiction books to

read for pleasure" were second and fifth choice on the secondary school nue tionnaire

for information/material that was needed or wanted. The correlation with the

willingness to use a library to meet the need for these items was very high--second

and third place to be exact. Interestingly, the items "magazines

pleasure" and "music recordings for enjoyment" received the third

number of respondents who indicated need for these items, but the

the willingness to use a library to meet the need for these items

Clearly, the majority of young adults

to read for

and fourth highest

correlation with

was very low.

surveyed perceive libraries as the' place t,

go to meet only certain of their information needs: that is, those needs that are

print materials related, firstly for school-related purposes, and secondly for

recreational/personal interest purposes.. ResPonses on the secondary school nuestion-

naire to such information needs as "self-understanding%;"amilv Problems", andusex

education" :;how that less than 3096 of the respondents checked the item as a need, and

.../ofthosc.w.o checked the item, only about one half checked use of a library to meet

the need.

The comments related to library need's made bydbteachers and representatives of

alternative educational programs are snecific to Central. since this is the publi

library closest to their locations. For the most part, the kind of comments made

reflect the type of curriculum that these programs offer and the type of student

they serve: that is, basic education courses, remedial courses, end life skill::

courses for drn-o::ts and educationally dinadyantared young adults. This type

1*Path the C,Joril;:o ntudv-. 2
and the (Ireenl.urs-,h ctudv13 validated thin, findinr.

that althnrh rnir,'n and records were in r.rent demand Lv the maionitv of the
vounv adnit; urveyed, a larr.e nortion do not 11:7A? either of tnem in tho

them.

-a-
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of student has special educational needs and usually limited skills to meet these

needs. While it.is true that almost all of the programs identified have small

collections of materials, only one has a librarian or a person designated to be

responsible for the collection. Therefore, their comments vis-a-vis Central reflect

their unique situations. Examples of specific comments are arranged by the following

categories: 1) library instruction:

"We need help teaching our kids library skills." (This need was expressed
by. four programs and was requested at varying levels.)

"Our kids can't find their way around there...the signs are inadequate.
and anyway, some of these kids have never been in any library."

assistance to teachers and counselors:

"We need heir, in finding suitable material for our own library."

"Since our re:ular staff member assigned to the library resigned a year
ago, no one has been able to take care of it."

"It would be useful if the main library could organize mini-workshops on
remedial skills material or at least centralize information on where such
workshops are available."

"We have a real need for selecting high interest/low level books for our
kids. Can't find them in the main library. Couldn't you do something to
make them, more available?" /- (Three programs identified this need.)

ri

"Our teachers sometimes could use help in identifying suitable material for
difficult tc., research topics, like interdiseipliary topics. It would help
if someone at Rundel could prepare lists for us once in a while on some of
these topics; or maybe have a localized collection7n it, like a 'hooked on
books' approach."

3) assistance,to young adults:

:.

"Weilfeel_that a separate area is needed where small group discussion is
postlibl. The Teen Loungewas great for the transition mid it waS psycho-.
logically very comfortable.° "Sorryto se Teen Lounge go because,dven our
teachers got special help-there." (Comments from six faculty members of
School Without Walls.)



(Five other programs commented oft .the lack of a teen lounge area.)

"Our kids (Threshold) really need a separate place, cause we're
reluctant to ::end them over by themselves, since some of -them have
a lot of problems and nay Le disruptive to other people u :;ing the
library."'

"The librarians need to be able to send more time with the kids."

"Pool: -talks and other kinds of programs are needed."

":lore material at a lower rending level is needed, like in the
Unildren's Room, to spread throughout library."

Various tutors that were interviewed expressed a need for a separate room or area

of the li'arary where they could tail more freely with their students.

To conclude thiS chanter the following kinds of information need were identified:.

I) a centralized claringhouse for career and job information, job
training an:I joi. counse]in.

2)the collection and dissemination of comnrehensive information
about available recreational.and.leisure time activities.

3) the offerin:: of more arts, recreational, CUltural, and leisure
time activities.

4) a printed resource directory of youth services.

5) in necessary to sunport and' fulfill needs that result
from the develcnental chanr:es and challen,:es of adolescence,
includin crisis information needs.

G) school-related information materials.

7) recreationr:1related information and materials.

8) 7:7-ecfic L..crvices vithin -ontr71 far the students and tencen:
of alt(!rntivr! cducati(n:1) pro;rar, all of which n11r:7c7t-,z tat
thore a for Cantr,71). to funct:on in :o.rt sirrllar to a school
1il:rar7 for t:Ifv;:o T)rorann.



V. YOUNG ADULT USE OF CENTRAL

Previously discussed in this report was a description of some characteristics of

young adult users of Central and of their information and library needs. At this

point it is appropriate to examine in detail the young adult use and non-use of

Central. The bulk of the information used to prepare this section resulted from

the analyses of the three surveys, the two statistical in-house data collection

efforts, and interviews with young adults and division staff.

As was stated previously in this report, between 12-14% of the users of Central

are young adults, primaril: eneral education students* with the greatest percen-

tage being 16 and 17 year olds ( usually 10-12th grade)**. The only time of year

not observed was summer, so no definite comments can be made about the relative

percentage of YA summer use of Central. However, from comments made by some di-

vision staff and from implications drawn from findings of other research studies,

young adult use of Central is not as great in the summer months when school is not

in session as during the school veer. Literature's division head commented that

recreational reading represents the primary purpose of young adult summer use of

Central. Also notable, are the summer reading lists that are issued by several

General education students refers to those who did not snecificallv identify themselves
on the nuestionnaire as technical/vocational students. The technical/vocational
students represent 49, of the 1,278 nuestionnaires processed for the 2 week in-house
survey and of the 557 questionnaires processed for the secondary school samPle.

** The percentn7,e of non-students under 18 vearS of aRc identified in the 2 week in-
housc survey and by interviews is so small (about 2.5%) that no si7nificant findin7s
will be discussed in this report, except nerhans that half of those non - :student
resnondents were unemnloved Lt the time of contact, and therefore could have benefit-
ted from CentralYs Job Informntion Center's (JIC) nnrvices. As it turned out, only
about half of them had indicated use of JIC. There.:ore, for the remainder of this
section, the comments will refer to secondary school student use of Central.



parochial high achools that result in summer use of Cnetral for school-related

purposes.

During weekdays, the majority of young adult users are from the.City schools and

come by themselves or just as often with other young adults via public transporta-

tion. However, in the evenings more young adults were observed together with other

young adult friends, parents, or siblings, coming almost equally from Rochester as

the suburban towns via private transportation ( an older sibling, a friend, or parent's

car). On Saturdays, the great majority come from the suburban towns, frequently accom-

panied by another young adult, and almost enually coming via public and private

transportation. There were some respondents surveyed and interviewed (about 5%) who

indicated that they use Central because it's conveniently located near their bus stop,

or convenient to use when downtown shopping.

HOW FREOUENTLY AND WHEN IS CENTRAL USED

There are several variables connected with determining the frequency of use of a library,

so no one definition can-suffice. Some library use surveys have distinguished their

users from non-users by those who use the library once a month or more. However, if one

of the functions of a Central library is to be a back-up for its member units, then many

of its student users might only use it on a regular basis two to three-times a year when

school libraries are not open to them, and/or when they can't or don't use Inter-Library

Loan (I.L.L.) privileges from their local public libraries. Therefore, this renort will

comment on four, frequencv-of-use patterns. The four groupings arc: 1) " frequent users" -

responded that they use Central once a month or more frenuentiv; 2) "less frequent

users" - responded that they use Central at least three times a year but less than

monthly; 3) "non-frequent users" responded that they use Central once a ,-ertr or le-,s;

4) "non-users" - responded that they never use Central.



FREQUENCY OF USE

Nov./Dec., 1977
IN-HOUSE
SURVEY

March, 1978
COMMUNITY
LIBRARY SURVEY

April, 1978
SECONDARY
SCHOOL SURV.

Feb., March & April
1978 IN-HOUSE.
INTERVIEWING

1) frequent users 44% 9% 10% 44%
2) less frequent users 27% 10% 18% 25%
3) non-frequent users 11% 33% 28% 13%
4) non-users 48% 40%**

The findings for the four frequency of use patterns reveal, quite logically, that the

highest percentages for frequent use of Central are for the two populations that were

surveyed inside Central. In fact, the percentages for these two populations compare

quite closely for all frequency of use patterns, which indicates that for all the

times surveyed, almost half of Central's young adult users are frequent users. Important

to note are the respondents from School Without Walls (92 respondents), practically all

of whom are frequent users of Central.

Also quite significant for those two populations are the fairly high percentages

(17% and 18%) for first time users. During Nov./ Dec. survey Period, this kind of

finding might have been expected, as it has always been an especially busy time for

student use of Central. However, this characteristic doesn't seem to be only a function

of a buFN 'vacation period since the total of first time users for the Feb., March, and

April interviews produced nearly the same percentage. Rather, it would seem that one

might expect at almost any time of the year to find nearly 20%

be first-time users.

f Central's users to

): Of course, 1.01.(! couldn't be. any "non-users" since the Young adults surveyed andinterviewed Yre in Central using it. however,. the remainder of 17% are those respondentswho checked "m.. first time" on the questionnaire. 18% of those interviewed indicatedfirst time use of Central.

** The remaining'3% represent those .rho did not respond to this question.



The lowest percentages for frequent and less frequent use of Central are for the

respondents surveyed in the eleven community libraries. These respondents, as it

turns out, were the frequent users of their respective community libraries 700 of

the responses revealed frecuent use of the library in which they were surveyed and 21%

revealed less frequent use. The most significant deviations from these percentages for

the community libraries sample are for Brighton and Monroe public libraries where much

,higher percentages were found for less frequent and frequent use of. Central. In fact,

16% of the Brighton sample checked that they use Central once a month or more frequently,

an'd 32% et the Monroe sampl checked once a month or more frequently.

It musn't be thought that all of the nearly 70% of the secondary school sample are

not library users or non-frequent library users. Only 10% of this sample indicated that

they don't use any library regularly. Forty percent checked that they used the

neighborhood public library the most regularly and 36% checked that they used the school

library the most regularly.

An analysis by grade level for all samples shows that generally the higher grade le'vels

made more frequent use of Central.

Telephone use of Central by young adults is insignificant, compared to walk-in use. Of

the three choices available -- frequently, occasionally, and never telephoned --

only 3% of the Nov./Dec. in-house sample indicated that they called Central frequently.

Fifty-five percent checked that they'd never telephoned, and 40% checked occasionally.

For the Oct. 1077 in-house data collection ^f requests made by young adults, only 4%

of the total number of young adult requests recorded were via the telephone.
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To make comments regarding the time of year, days of week and time of day use of

Central, five different data collection efforts were. used the 10/3-10/8 week,

the 11/21-12/3 weeks, the 2/8-2/12 week, the 3/27-4/1 week, and the 4/21-4/27 week.

Since the young adult users of Central are practically all students, it might be

assumed that AfternoonS, evenings, and Saturdays would be the busiest times for their

use of Central, and that school vacation periods would also be busier than non-

vacation periods. In part, this assumption was validated by the findings -- Saturdays

no matter at I.:hat time of the year observed was the busiest day of the week for young

adult usage of Central. Likewise certain vacation periods did seem to be busier than

others --- the Thanksgiving vacation week of Nov. 21-26 , particularly the Friday after

Thanksgiving Day, was observed to be the busiest time of the year for young adult use

of Central. The spring vacation week, April 17-21 was also somewhat busier than usual;

however, the Christmas vacation (Dec. 26 - Jan. 2) and the February recess (Feb. 20 -

24) were not observed to be that much busier than any other time. A comparison.of the

division recorded data for the Oct. 3-8th week to the March 27 -April 1 week shows

that the October week was significantly busier, vis-a-vis young adult use cf Central,

than the'March week.

Besides Saturday, the only other day of the week that reveals relatively busier usage

of Central by young adults is Monday. This finding was confirmed during the October,

March, and April weeks, but not during the February week. Confirmed by the February

and March weeks was the finding that Wednesday afternoon was notab3v slow.

When attempting to analyze what time periods are busiest during the hours of service,,

the particular day of the week must be considered. Naturally, on those days when Central

is not open in the evenings, heavier use is made during afternoon hours; however, what

may not have been previourlv connidered is the morning', u. of Contr711.



Although for no month observed was the morning time period of 9 - 12 a.m. the

time when most young adults used Central, it was nonetheless busier than might

have been expected. However, for Reynolds Fine Arts Center (RFAC), generally the

9 - 12 a.m. period was just as busy or busier than other time periods. Why is this

the case? Specific comments about RFAC will be reserved for another part of this

section, however to know when young adults typically use Central, the normal school

hour patterns- must be first established.

The public and parochial schools normally have scheduled classes between the hours of

7:30 - 2:00 p.m. Wednesdays is an exception, however, as school Is finished by 1:00

p.m. on that day. All students, then, should be in school during these hours; hor2ver,

there are some important exceptions to be aware of. Twelfth graders are allowed cer-

tain off-campus privileges that other grade levels are not. They are permitted to

leave school during lunch period and in some cases study periods. Therefore, if they

needed or wanted to use Central, they could use it during the morning hours. In

addition, the students from School Without Walls have a very flexible' schedule with

Monday and Friday mornings set aside for research and library work. Students from

other alternative schools, especially Interim Jr. High, also have more latitude in

the schedule than the traditional school students. According to a school official, In-

terim Jr. High students can use Central at any time of the day as long as they have

teacher permission and their research needs warranted use of .Central. Therefore, there

is a significant number of students who are able touse Central in the morning hours.

It is evident that these alternative school students,in addition to the young adults

enrolled in individual tutoring programs, comnose the overwhelming majority of Central's

morning young adult users.

Are there any rondcw-Thursday zinc per3ds in which heavier young adult use in



experienced? For all but the October week, the findings show that young adult use of

Central was heaviest during the 12:00 - 3:00 time period. The 3:00 - 6:00 p.m. time

period was the busiest for the October week and it was almost as busy as the 12:00

- 3:00 p.m. period for the other weeks of observation. For all practical purposes,

it would be accurate to state that the busiest hours are the afternoon hours

of 12;00 - 6:00 p.m., certainly more so than the evening hours.

The duration of time spent in Central also varies depending on the day of week or

time of day, but generally speaking, the majority of young adults usually remain

between 30 minutes to one hour and a half. Saturday young adult users do not follow

this pattern; instead they tend to stay much longer -- two to four hours being typical.

WHY DO THEY CHOOSE CENTRAL?

Without exception, school-related use was recorded for all data collection efforts

as the primary purpose for choosing Central by the majority of respondents. However,

recreational related use of Central is not insignificant. Considering the responses

to the three questionnaires utilised and to the three separate weeks of interviewing,

as low as 1C% and as.high as 36% of the respondents indicated that their primary reason

for using Central wan to use recreational/personal interest material. The findings for

the six separate data collection efforts show that for about 30% of the respondents.

both school and recreational-related\reasons were indicated. Recreational-related

use of Central was particularly indicated by the lower grade levels. Seventh grade

respondents in the secondary school survey chose the reason "I need recreational-

related materials that I can't get at my neighborhood public library or school library"

almost as much as they chose the "school-related materials" reason. Therefore, although

it is the school-related needs that are primarily responsible for their use of Central,

there is a solid minority that either come to Central for recreational-related ra-

terials, or once here, use Central to fill both needs. But why-isn't theschool

library or the local public librarvused?
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Since most young adult users of Central also use other libraries,* what are the

reason's for choosing to use Central rather than another library or borrowing

materials through I.L.L.?

Co

Rased on the findings of the secondary school survey, it seems that generally most

of the student-respondents prefer to use the school and/or neighborhood public library

for reasons Of convenience -- convenience of location, time, and circumstance. However,

as all the surveys and interviews showed, if they cannot obtain the needed or desired

material from one or the other of these libraries, they will use Central. This is

especially true of the higher grade level students who have more research papers to pre-

pare and whose main purpose in using Central is,therefore, the use of the journals.

And 13% indicated that at least one reason why Central is chosen is because the hours

are more convenient than other libraries. In a fairly recent Boston Public Library

study, teenage use of the central library showed that young adults were quite Prepared
14,

to travel .to it' for study materials when necessary. This researcher also found this

to be the case, and even though the distance factor and the transportation problem were

almost always the reasons provided for not using Central more frequently, it was noted

that when ahsolutely necessary, neither of these two reasons prevented the young adult

frOM using Central.

57-The 1:ov./Dec. in-house survey shows that 57% of all respondents, both students and
non-students, used public libraries on a frenuent basis -- for the student resnondcnts:
albeit, not exclusively, but in addition to their school libraries. For those respon-
dents who don't use Central on a frenuent basis, the greater nronortion of them are
using a combination of another nubile library and a school library. The secondary school
survey shows that the neighborhood nubile library was checked by 40% of the resrondents
as the library used most regularly ( ,except for 7th traders who use the school library
the most reularly), and the school library was checked by 3 of the resnondents as
the library used the most regularly. Six per cent checked that they use both libraries
en a regular basis,



An analysis of young adult I.L.L. use of Central was attempted to determine to what

extent local public libraries were used for I.L.L. privileges. Two monitoring periods

of I.L.L. request slips processed at Central for young adults indicate that most of the

requests come from the more distant locations in the'PLS. Requests from MCLS units

amounted to 35 of all of the young adult I.L.L. requests. Responses to the relevant

queStions on the community libraries questionnaire revealed that although the majority

of respondents knew about I.L.L., only a minority used the service. The to,.,.ns and

generally the higher grade levels showed higher percentages for having used I.L.L. than

the overall totals. Most of the respondents indicated that the reason they don't use

I.L.L. was because they don't need to. Twelve per cent indicated that they don't use

I.L.L. because it takes too long to receive the material. Overall, it seems that young

adult use of I.L.L. is not that great since only 3% of all I.L.L. requests were from

young adults during the October week and 7% during the March/April 4-week neriod. If

young adults need material for a school-related purpose and can't get the material

they need at their school or public libraries, they will most likely travel to Cntral;

and for a minority living at a considerable distance from Central who don't need the

.material for a school assignment "by tomorrow", or want something for their own personal

interests, they will, more likely, use I.L.L.

Another interesting finding resulting from the surveys and interviews is that a certain

portion of young adults described their preference for Central as the biggest

selection"; "more variety"; "it's the best". Fifty-four per cent of the younr adults

interviewed provided one or the other of these reasons, and when a reason was written

in on the questionnaires, almost 9'out of 10 provic1/2:1. one cf these versions of the "big-

ger is better" reason. In fact, based on general comments made during nersonal inter-

views, this researcher has observed that nuite often voung adults who have used Central

sucnessFullv before, just automatically return to it the next time they have 71 term

naner or assignment reeuiring library research, l'efore ever checkin7 the
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resources of school or local public library. In addition, this researcher came across

live small groups of young adults who were required by their teacher to specifically

use Central to complete their needed assignments.

Central's convenient location to downtown bus transfers for students on their way

home from school did not seem to be a significant reason for choosing Central over

another library: Only 4% gave this reason in the secondary school survey and 1% in

the community library survey.

Not to be forgotten, of course, are the young adult users who are students of downtown

alt rnative schools and who choose Central, at least during the school day, because it

is the closest library. This reason given during the interviews represented 15% of all

re ponses.

Held IS CENTRAL USED?

ow do young adults use the individual divisions of Central? Do they ask for help? Are

hey aware of resources and services available? What problems do they experience in

using Central? These and other aspects of how they use Central will be explored in this

section.

Similar instances of students being required to use Central were reported by division
staff.
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QUANTITY AND PERCENTAGE Or YA USE

The October

survey, and

What is v

1977 and March 1978 in-house data collection efforts, the Nov./Dec. in-house

the interviews were designed to provide information about individual divisions.

significant:to note i :that 410 of the respondents in the Nov./Dec. in-house
. .

survey cheCked use of two or more divisions. The /observations of YA use of Central that

this researcher 'made during the interviews furtlier support multi-division use

made of Central. Part of this is due to the need to obtain magazines for term paper
V

research from various divisiOns; part of it is due to the interdisciplinary nature of the

topics for which material is sought; and part of it represents both school-related and

recreational-related use of Central in the same visit.

Examining these data collection efforts, the Literature, Biography and Recreation

Division was consistently the busiest division vis-a-vis young adults. In fact, based on

the findings of the October 1977 and March 1978 data collection efforts, Literature

handled nearly three times as many YA requests, includingYA phone requests, as the

other divisions. The school-related requests represent the majority of YA requests, while

recreational requests amounted to 37% of the requests in October and 22% of the requests

in March. Although- it wasn't entirely possible to ascertain how many of the respondents

in the Nov./Dcc. in-house survey who checked that they had used Literature used it for

school-refited reasons vs. creational-related reasons, it is known that more than half

of them checked use of sports and/or teen fiction collection. These two collections

are usually considered to be used more for recreational-related reasons than school:related.
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In fact,, 15% of all respondents checked that they had used the teen fiction

collection. Particularly heavy users of this collection were the 5th and 6th grade

users * 25% used teen fiction -- and the 7th - 9th graders -- 26% used teen

fiction. The 10th - 12th graders showed less use of this collection, especially

the males. It would seem that the primary' users of the teen fiction

collection are the pre-teens and younger teens. The older teens tend to use the

adult fiction and science fiction, collection more heavily, although many r-f the

younger teens make avid use of the science fiction collection. The males, both

younger and older teens, make more use of the sports collection than the teen fiction

collection. The findings for most all the other divisions shoW that school-related

use of the division is greater than recreational-related use. The proportion of

C.
school-related use to recreational use is usually about four-fifths school-related

.11

to one-fifth recreational-related. Some divisions, like RFAC ,and Art Show a higher

proportion of recreational-related requests.

Before comparing the YA use of the divisions, however, it is important to be aware

of the two wayS that the data can be viewed. The data from the Nov./Dec. in -house

survey were proviA by the young adults themselves, and no attempt was made..to

relate the.Y reported use of a particular division to its total use by allusers.

However, for the October and March data collection efforts, the data were recorded

by the division staff, and since statistics were available ,for at least the total

number of reference questions** from all users of a particular di-ision, calculations

were made to determine what-percentage the YA requests represented of the total

number of requests. Therefore, the divisions are ranked in columns 2 - 5 in the

1 Of the 100 5th and 6th grade respondents in the Nov./Dec. in-house survey, 7(7,
checked that they used only the Children's Room.

** This figure does not include requests of a directional nature.



chart on the next page by the number of YA requests they recorded and by the

-percentage the YA requests represent of the total number of refere:Ice questions from

all users. In the last column are the estimated percentages that division heads

provided during interviews. Only the Education Division was unable to provide

an estimate. RAVD's division head was not asked to provide an estimate.

A reminder is in order when studying the chart. It is not valid to make comparisons

across all the columns :;ince there are differences in the tie period and method

cri data collection.. The October 1977 and (arch 1978 surveys (columns 2-5)used

identical data collection Athodology, so the statistics recorded can be compared;

however, inconsistencies and nrc-, 'ems with data collection did occur in some

divisions,so that not all the f7,-;ures are. reliable. Comments are made later

in this section to explain circumntantial events in certain divisions. that,

hopefully, will 7ut the statistics in proper perspective.



YOUNG ADULT USE OF DIVISIONS

(In Rank Order)

# of

use YA's

who used

OCTOBER 1977 (1 week survey) MARCH 1979 (1 .,:e.ek survey)

Estimated % of

,YA Users

(made hv division

heats)

i; of YA

requests

(incl. dir-

ectional)

% of total

reference ?'s

(not incl. dir-

1, of YA

requests

(incl.

directional)

% of total

reference ?'s

(not incl.

directional)ectional)

Rec. 335

ch. 186

es 158

Re 1. 147

eve! 130

Sci, 127

114

97

60

49

27

Lit. 194

Inf. Ser. 93

Art 58

Education 43

Bus. & S.S. 42

JIC)

Science 35`

History 32

Loc. Hist. 28

RFAC** 26

RAVD***

Children' s Rm .7

RFAC 21c.

Loc. History 19%

History and 15%

Lit. 150

Science 44

Educ. 32

Info. Ser. 30

RAVD 27

ART:, 23

Lcc. Hist. 22

Bus. & S.S. 21

(incl. JIC)

History 13

RFAC 12

Children's

Lit. 16%

RFAC 14%

Science and' 12%

RFAC SC%

History 33%

Lit. 25%

Info. Ser. and20-25%

Education both Loc. Hist.

Educatioh 11%

Art 6%

History and sol

i

Lit.'and
Loc. History

Art 20%

Bus.& S.S. 15%

(incl. JIC)

Children's Rm.5-10%

' Art both

Science 9%

Bus. & S.S. 93

(incl. JIC)

Info. Services

and Children's

Children's

Pus. 6 S.S. 3%

JIC)

Info. Ser. 2%

the statistics in this survey comparable to the other too, responses from the 5th and Eth graders and the
udents 'are' not included in this ranking. Remember, however, that the statistics used t6-aterine this rankinged to requests for assistance, but are based on the young adults' reSponses to the question, "Which divisions ofid you use today? Check all that apply."

s for headphones are not included.

t figure cannot be provided since there
was some discrepancy in the way the data was recorded. However, when the

s and returns made by young adults are subtracted, about 20 actual reference or viewer's advisory lue-,tion,,i.
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As was already noted, Literature handles more young adult requests, 'ut in

relation to requests from all users, the young adult percentage

fourth in October and first in March. The March week was a m--h sire week

overall for Literature -- as it was for all divisions. Althoug. tl number of

young adult requests were not that much less than in October, the percentage

that the young adult requests represent of the total number of requests from

all users was greater than October's.' The divisiOn head's estimated percentage

of 25% includes young adults who une the division but may not ask for help,

as well as summer use of the division.

The reason that RFAC is ranked so high is because compared to the total volume

of requests, young adult requests arc a sizeable portion. The division head's

estimate is higher than percentages obtained in October and March because, no

doubt, she included the total use of.the facility -- headphone use, browsing, etc.

The reverse is true of Information Services. Rased on the findings of the Nov./Dec.

survey, the October and March data collection efforts, and observations collected



by this researcher, it is probably second only to Literature in the use made of

it by young adults. In fact, it may even serve more young adults than any other

division in the sense that more use the space and resources of the division that

don't ask for assistance and so are not recorded in the statistics. Especially on

Saturdays, the heavy use of magazines was noted. It was not uncommon to find young

adults sitting in Information Services Lut using material obtained from another

division. So-why is it ranked so low in the percentage columns? One obvious reason

is because its total volume of requests is so high. Also, this division's tally of

YA requests is not accurate due to incomplete data for both the 0

data collection efforts.

etober and March

History also shows a rather low percentage ranking due to incomplete data for YA

requests. Also noteworthy is the difference in ranking 1petween the reported use of

History and the estimated percentage of YA use provided by the division head.

Quite notable is how the relatively heavy YA use of the Science & Technology Division

as recorded by the data compares to the d. .sion head's estimated percentage. In addi-

tion, this division hLd the most YA referr s made to it 24 referred in October and

and 15 referred in March. Here, this researcher feels, is a case where YA use of the

division was preativ underestimated by the division head.

The way the data compare for Education, Art, Business & Soc. Science (including

JIC), Children's POom, and RAVD.are relatively consistent across the columns.



Because Business is such a busy division, the percentage for YA requests of total

requests is quite low. For RAVD the percentage of all requests that are from young

adults could not be calculated; therefore this division does riot appear in the

ranking. There is much young adult traffic in RAVD, since they frequently pick-up

and deliver 16mm films, but according to the data and the staff interviewed, young

adult use of the division is not that great compared to the total volume of

business there.

That of importance can really be gained from such a comparison? First, division

staff who estimated low YA use of their unit may be surprised to realize that

it is not as low as estimated. Second, the percentage ranking compared to the

quantity of young adult requests ioints out those divisions that are both extremely

busy vis-a-vis all users and young adult users, as well as those that may serve

a sizeable number of young adults while serving mlatively fewer total users.

Does such a finding mean that some divisions can spend more time to better serve

their young adult users, while others are too busy in general to spend as much

time as might be needed with young adults? Third, this researcher feels that the

data reflected on this chart confirm what most public service staff already knew:

Literature and Information Services are the two divisions used most heavily by

young adults. In addition, this researcher hopes that significant use of other

divisions by young adults has been revealed that previously had not been realized.

MATERIALS USED

One question on the Nov./Dec. survey, observation; recorded during interviews with

young adults in Central, and information obtained from interviews with division

4I



heads are the sources of data used to describe young adult use of materials in

Central. Naturally, the purpose of the visit dictates, to a certain extent, the

type of material used. For example, term papers on very current topics or inter-

disciplinary topics or specific school assignments, like finding a review, may

require the use of magazine indexes, magazines and newspapers. However, although

not all the conceivable types of materials could be included on the in-house

questionnaire, particularly valuable are the responses concerning the use of non-

print media.

Th

First of all, it is important to note that for the eleven choices of library

material provided in question #14 on the questionnaire *, 603 respondents (47%)

checked two or more kinds of material. The responses to this question and the

findings from all the other so,r,ces show that circulating material -- in this

case "material" refers principally to books -- is the first choice of young

adults. Several division stete mentioned that young adults preferred to locate

a book on whaZeverthe desired subject rather than search for relevant magazine

articles. The fact that magazines must be used in-house is probably one reason

why books are preferred. However, use of magazines and newspapers was checked by

20% of the respondents, with the higher grade levels showing relatively greater

percentrIge,J.

Likewise, the indexes to magazines and newspapers were used more by higher grade

level students than the 7th and 8th graders. Overall, 13% of the respondents

C See p. 17 of the Appendix for a copy of the quer,tionnaire.



checked use of indexes to magazines and newspapers. This researcher obserred that

the Reader's Guide in Information Services was heavily used by young adults, even

when the subject of their sear61 led them to other divisions to obtain the needed

journals. They seem to be unaware of the fact that RG is available in every subject

division except History, Local History and the Children's Room. Also she came across

several higher.grade level students who were trying to use the Reader's Guide when

the use of other more appropriate indexes would have been more helpful. The majority

of young adult users seem to very unaware of these other indexes, such as Education

Index and Art Index.

Other reference materials, such as encyclopedias and yearbooks, were used by 16% of

the respondents, with the lower grade levels making greater use of encyclopedias

than the higher grade levels.

Non-print media choices listed on the questionnaire are pictures or prints, records

or audio-tapes, and Dmm film, filmstrips, or video. Only 3% checked use of pictures

or prints; 8% checked use of records or audio tapes; and 4% checke ofrecordS

or audio tapes; and 4% checked use of 8mm film; filmstrips, or video.-Based on

observations and interviews with young adults and division staff, non-print media

-are not used by that large a portion of Central's young adults, even though nearly

95% of the young adults interviewed said they knew of the existence of these media

in Central. It seems somewhat paradoxical, however, since young adults are typically'

so interested in media. The findings of the secondary school survey validated other

studies of teenage media behavior: 62% of the respondents listen to records daily

or almo :t daily,while listening to the radio and viewing television received even



higher percentages. Most public libraries, however, are seemingly neither .

attempting to promote audio-visual materials for young adults, nor are they per-

ceived as the place to go to obtain audio-visual materials such as records or

films for home use. What this researcher has noticed, however, is that those

young adults who do use the records or 8mm films and filmstrips, regularly use

these materials.-

Use of the college,: catalog collection and career or job material was checked by

only 3% and 2%, respectively, of all young adult respondents.* Only about one-third

of the young adults interviewed even knew about the college catalogs, and about

1/2 of them had heard of the JIC. However, this kind of information need is seasonal

by nature and limited, probably, to older students.

The card 'catalog was used by 39% of the 10 - 12th graders and 34% of the 7 - 9th

graders. These percentages are similar to the findings of other studies which have

shown that about 1/3 of young adults use the card catalog. One might wonder, however,

in view of the fact that the majority. of Central's users prefer to locate books

for their school-related needs, how the majority who didn't use the card catalog

located the books they needed?

HOW YOUNG ADULTS LOCATE MATERIAL NEEDED

Can young adults be typified by a particular. style or technique they use in

locating the material they want or need? Although there is no one information-

* As usual, only the responses of the 7th 12th graders or non-students 18 years
or younger were used to make the calculations.



gathering style that can describe their movement in Central, there are certain

patterns that were revealed by interviews with them, interviews with division

_staff, and data from the Nov./Dec. in-house survey and October and March data

collection efforts.

Since the October and March data collection efforts only recorded requests from

young`adults-, it is not possible to determine the amount who did not ask for

assistance.* However, the Nov./Dec. survey validated what every other research'

\\\ study of Y/A public library use has shown: only about half of the young adults

asked a librarian for help, (52% of the Nov/Dec. sample). The younger teens,

however, seemed more willing to ask for help, as the percentages of 7th and 8th

graders who asked for help are slightly higher than the higher grade levels.

PartiCUarly noteworthy is the finding of the Nov./Dec. survey that of the 31% who

indicatee\they either didn't get what they came for or got partially what they came

for, 164 (42%) of these respondents also did not ask for assistance. It is not

possible to assume,then, that the reason almost half of the young adults did not ask

for help was because they did not need to. All four of Central's high school pages inter-

viewed stated that some young adults feel too shy or embarrassed to risk sounding

"dumb", so that they prefer to spend wasted time trying to help themselves. The pages

thought, however, that many of these young adults who rarely ask for help would

appreciate the library staff taking the initiative by offering assistance. They also

said that the way the librarian is perceived -- unfriendly', too occupied, head in a

book, -- was crucial in determining if these less assertive young adults would ask

for assistance.

Hourly hcadcounts were taken in the divisions as an attempt to include those
young adults using the division but not asking for assistance. However, these
figures are not reliable enough to be used to obtain an exact figu.r. ,-17 those

not askinr, for help.

- -



Observations of and interviews with young adults in Central confirm the Nov./Dec.

survey finding: gain, only about half of the respondents had asked 'for assistance.

Reasons 3ivcP for why they had not asked include "don't need tr, Ilm.finding

enough ti Tyself"; prefer to help myself" and "I don't like tc, ask for help." Most

of.the respofidents gave the first reason, and about 5% of the young adults were still

in the process of searching at the time of the interview. Although almost 90% indicated

that they were finding what they wanted or needed, for those who at the time of the

interview still hadn't found what they wanted or were experiencing difficulty finding

suitable material, nearly all of these young adults had not asked for assistance. The

most common reason given for having difficulty locating material was "books that I

wanted were not on shelf.". This researcher encountered eight young adults who did not

know about the need to ask a staff person to check the stacks for the desired 'material.

* .

Without commenting specifically about the evaluations made of Central and the staff

by young adults';responses to the interview question, "Do you feel comfortable asking

for help?", might shed some additional light on young adult library behavior in Central.

A little more than one-third said they did -not feel comfortable asking for-help. The

following reasons were the most common: "don't like to'sound dumb, so don't ask much";

I feel embarrassed, so I don't like to ask for help"; "some of the librarians look too

busy to interrupt";
oit

makes me feel uneasy' to ask for help." These types of comments,

which might also be representative of other user groups ofCentral, are particularly

typical of adolescents, who,are still extremely self-conscious and lack the self-confi-

dente:to be assertive at this point in their development. Comments from division staff

indicate both patterns: about half of the division heads said they thought that young

* Brief interviews with young adult users in October 1977 resulted in a much lower
percentage: of the 22G scparatc interviews, only a little Over one- .third had actually
asked for assistance.

** This will be included in the next chapter of this report.



adults generally helped themselves, and even some said they believed young adults

preferred to help themselves. The remainder said they thought young adults were more

willing than'adult users to ask for help; generally asked for'help when they

needed it.

When they did ask for assistance, it was found by means of the interviews with them

that the type of assistance sought is usually directional in nature; such as requests

for the location of a division, loction of material on a specific topic within a

division, or location of a specific book for which they have already obtained the

call number or a specific magazine. Requests for assistance that are really of a

. substanitive nature seemed to be in the minority. However, the findings from the

October and March data collection efforts reveal that 17% of the requests recorded

in. October and 14% 8f the recorded requests in March were directional. This seeming

contradiction may in part be due to a difference in interpretation of what is meant

by directional requests, or it may be because the sample was weighted in some manner

that made it unrepresentative. A research study of Nioga County's (N.Y.) public

libraries produced a finding similar to this researcher's observations. Of the

slightly less than one-half of the young adults who did ask for assistance, nearly
15

Since..all the data show that almost half of the young adults surveyed help themselves

-- whether or not by choice -- What is their usual method of locating material? The

two-thirds asked for directions only.

more frequent users who ,sere,- actually searching for material on a topic, no matter

what grade level; told this researcher that they had gone straight to the card

catalog, found the relevant books, copied down the call numberg.and went to the

appropriate division(s) to locate-book(s). Non-frequent users or first-time users



tended to: 1) either ask at the, front information desk where the books on a

particular topic were located, then go to that division. Once in the division, they

either look in the catalog there or browse, or more often ask the division

staff person to direct them to the specific location of the books on that topic.

2)use the main card catalog to obtain the call number of the desired hooks, then ask

at the information desk where to find the books. This researcher never obserVed a yoUng

adult user studying, the signs on the Hall near the card catalog that explain how to

'decode the call number and determine the location of the division. For those young

adults looking for certain kinds of recreational material, such as fiction or sports

material*,' the most common method of locating it was by browsing.

About 7 or 8 male young adults were encountered in 2 senarate groups who didn't know
where the snorts books were. When I took them there, they almobt all said that the word
"recreation"- was not a very good way to label the sports becks.

,

Two girls were interviewed in the teen fiction center who told this interviewer that
they knew what kind of books they liked.to read,. but after about 10 minutes of browsinz,
they couldn't-find much. They indicated that it was really too large for easy browsing.
I showed them the subject*index file, gave them some book lists, and told them-to as }:

the librarian, in adult fiction for further assistance.
Most all the younr adults observed in-the teen fiction rea Preferred to browse through

the paperback rack collection.



VI. EVALUATION OF CENTRAL

How do young adults,Central's staff, various outside youth representatives, and

MCLS comiwinity 1..)rarians feel about the materials, services, and facilities in

Central? To answer these questions, pertinent data obtained from the three surveys,

comments obtained through interviews with young adults and public service staff,

comments from teachers and'oTher people serving youth, and comments from system

librariat obtained from the MCLS member librar!es questionnaire will be presented.

MATERIALS .

Tmpnnll-nrt to nnt, nt thic nn;nt -f int,,rpr,,t;ng

to certain questions that asked the young adults who had ever used Central to

evaluate or rate materials,-services, staff, and facilities. In the case where the

respondent failed to pro-tide any evaluative comments for a write-in question, it is

difficult to know whether it means they are satisfied with the present situation,

or they don't have enough experience to judge, or they aren't satisfied but can't

think of anything in particular to say, or that they are not willing to take the

time to write in comments. This esearcher could not arbitrarily assume a reason

for the lack of a\esponse. In the case of the secondary schbol questionnaire where

a choice was provided to indicate satisfaction with the present situation, inter-

pretation was less problematic.

Young adults' evaluation of materials in Central was recorded by specific questions

on all three surveys and via interviews with them. To the question on the Nov./Pec.

qc,7stionnaire asking for a rating of Central's having enough available material

at the right reading level, 70'. checked "excellent" or "7ood", 10c, checked ".-ojr"

or "poor", c_..ckcId "don't 1,UG%11, Jnd not: rspon6. Comm2.nt.7. to urLto-*:

que::Hon porti.n(!nt to,thi!: characttic ::how that of tho:;c who rt2L-Tohdud

117,-
.) .)
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indicated that Central did not have available the material they needed at some

point in their experience. Of the 30% who wrote in responses-to the question on

the Nov./Dec. questionnaire That subjects or topics have you discovered that we

don't have enough material for?"), the majority of the responses referred to having

more materials on topics reflective of their personal and recreational interests.

The busiest division, vis-a-vis young adults, is also the division about which

more suggestions for material were made. Noteworthy are suggestions for more science

fiction and fantasy books, sports, and bOdy-building and martial arts books. Other note-

able suggestions are: more books on rock and roll stars and the rock E roll scene;

more books on arts and crafts "how-to-do-it" ; more popUlar records* -- rock, soul,

blues; more material on mystical and occult; care and training of animals; and more

sex edueaLion material. (Comments by division staff about these YA perceived lacks

in the collection will be discussed shortly)

Responses to the secondary ::;hooL survey's write-in question asking young adults

to suggest improvements reveal the ar thLng: of the 42% who did respond, nearly

half were comments about -Lne need for more popular records and more material of

specific interest to .teens science fiction, teen magazines, sports stories, etc.

The community libraries survey, however, shows that of the 45% who did resnond to

the write-in question, only ln had to do with general materials unavailability.

PrL:ctic,:'lly no comments were made that specifically named the type of material

for which a lack. was perceived.**

By far tho most frequently made suggestion.

**Two variables are significant in influencing comments to these open-ended questions:
1) the environment in which the questionnaire was given -- for exhmple, the young
adults surveyed id the community iil:'raries indicated they arc frenuent u::ers of the
community lihniries and not frequent users of Central; therefore, they would be less
familiar with CentrH. and lesn able to o:7fer snecific suggestions, and 2) the pcsoile
suggestions that were written in to promnt their critical thoughts -- those inciuc.c.d
as prompts on the community library study were less snecific. In fact, this researcher
noticed durinp: intervicwing that if no prom t:; were given, ler;s Cr1t1.C1 Gl anc
suggcnticns could 5c hrour,5t to mind by the you:::' adult. Howcvor, sur7!!Itin;-,
areas of improvement seemed to help provide a (2atalyst for their cor-i-rents.

-y9



In contrast, there was little criticism of specific kinds of school-related

materials. One might expect little or no criticism, since the most common reason

Provided for using Central was the use of school-related materials that were not

available at the local public or school library. The only comments made by a fairly

significant number of respondents are: more books on American government at an

8th grade reading level; more books on various current issues; and general comments

about the material available being too complicated.

Since this researcher is not qualified to evaluate the various collections, she

has relied on the self-evaluations made by each division, the yA consultant's

comments, and some observation drawn from comparing selected recommended lists

to the collections. teiL that its collection needed to be evaluated

by an outside person.

Division staffs' assessments of which subjects and topics in the collection were

under-represented did not always agree with the responses from the young adults.*

In some cases division told this researcher that particular topics named as

lacking by young adults were well represented in the collection, and that either

the books must have been checked out or the young adult had not asked the staff

to check the stacks.

Findins from the October 1977 and March 1978 .in -house data collection efforts
related to the ability of divisions to meet YA requests show that C(3% of aJi
YA requests were adequately met. rost of the reasons provided for r :hy the request
was only partially mez rcl,Jte to the neej to refer the Young adult to another
division because of the overlap or gap (as the cae may be) of the subject matter.
Other reasons,provided are: "only some of the desired hooks available"; and "r,i.me
material partially helpful, but more current information needed." Unable to meet
reasons ,:re: "material desired unavailable" (particularly true in Art for thc-..
October wec!-:, ,:ere a tow -onuents were for hi..-,h-n-Uomand materials that are
subject to loss rate:.); "material desired not owned"; and "hooks in another
divi:lion."



Most divisions, although they could suggest one or two areas of the collection that

could be improved, generally felt that their respective collections could adequately

meet the school-related requests of young adults. The only complaint' repeatedly

voiced was the problem caused by mass school assignments; i.e., the same assignment

required of one or more classes. Without prior notification from the teacher, all

suitable materials are borrowed by the first few students to use Central, so that

little or nd suitable material is available for students who subsequently use Central.

Although most all the divisions had experienced this problem, only two or three

of the division staff had ever contacted teachers about it. In those cases where

the assignment is repeated yearly or a pattern is discerned by division staff,

multiple copies or additional materials are acquired to attempt to meet the demand.*

Another problem mentioned by the staff of three divisions is the vague kind of

assignment, which presents difficulty for the staff in providing

materials at an appropriate reading/comprehension level. In those cases where

specific subject areas were identified, the problem was almost always the need to

acquire material at a suitable reading/comprehension level for young adults,

particularly the junior high level. All subject divisions indicated that although

they use the YA buying lists and other common reviewing media * they could use

assir,tance from the young adult consultant in locating certain kinds of materials

for /oUng adults, and many Of the divisions' staff said that separate Y/A buying

None of tna divinion staff, with the exception of Literature which tries to obtain
summer reading lists, make it a practice to collect school curricula. Such a
practice would at least result in an awareness of the kinds of classes being offered
in the secondary schools, and might provide guidance for the acnuisition of materials.

. :;.Y. Times, 1<irus, Find F;T.4 ,;:ere the reviewing, journals
cited. subject !1i1,lit_.rph2es or reading llsts for the YA level were
cited, excelit in the case of the f-;cience Division and the Literature Division.
Overall, tilers seemed-to he little awareness of these specialized bihliorrahies and
lists for specific subjects.
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lists on particular subjects would be helpful from time to time.*

All the divisions expressed difficulty in attending the YA materials selection

meetings and program meetings. However, in those divisions,where a particular staff.

person(s) has been designated as the YA. representative -- all divisions except

Information Services, Local History, and Children's Room, -- the YA representative

usually checks over the material in the YA consultant's office or during the

Adult book meeting, if unable to attend the -YA meeting. Division YA representatives

and/or division heads informed me that the Children's Room is always consulted if

material is borderline in order to determine who should buy.**

None of the divisions, except Literature and RFAC,reported that they make a

distinction in their budget for the acquisition of YA materials. Literature,

obviously, has-the separate teen fiction collection to maintain, and RFAC makes

a distinction by the catezory of music, s. that nearly one-third of its budget is

spent on popular recordings -- rock, jazz, and show tunes. All the divisions had

been allocated a certain portion of the Teen Lounge budget after it was closed,

with Literature and RFAC receiving the largest portions. Literature's division head

reported that his allocation of $900 for teen fiction was not sufficient to meet

the actual expenses he encumbered. A greater amount for teen fiction has been

Most of the specific
young adult consultant.

** The Children's Poom'
materials to cover the
for this

subjects identified have already been communicated to the

s division head reported that they buy, some non-fiction
7th and !th grade level, but litt3e fiction is acquired
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requested for the 1978-79 budget. YA non=fiction is absorbed into the Literature

division's regular budget, just as it is in the other divisions.

Most all the divisions whose collections include high-in-demand subjects, especially

for recreational-related use, experience a common problem: a high loss rate of -

material. Those divisions most affected bythe problem will be discussed separately.

Literature's division staff feel that the teen fiction collection is a good core

collection that, if expanded)would certainly require more space and funding. However,-

the diVision head indicated that there was come need to acquire more newly.publiEhed

fiction. In spite of high loss rate, all staff interviewed 'referred to the need

to acquire replacement copies of high-in-demand subjects; such as, some sport ;,

like body-building and skateboarding, ::::nt.4a1 arts bDoks, Black fiction and science

fiction. Apparently, some of these high loss items are kept in the stacks and must be

requested.*

RFAC staff explained. that if yOunE adults can't find the .recording., they desire in

RFAC it usucalybecause of tvo serious problems: 1) the proc(!ssing time involved

in getting these very popular recordings on the shelves; and 2) the nearly 100%

loss rate on thes recordings. The security problem was discussed by ;1,c Division

dnd RFAC staff, acid many potential solutions were suggested that need to be further

Lite :' .tture's di7ibion head reported that neFlrly 400 copies of Martial Tirts :11c1

wcre "lost" 3n approatf!lv L:5 dElys!

-53-
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explored as a means to decreasing the high loss rate.

Art Division staff reported problems similar to what Literature experiences --

high-in- demand materials, like comic book collections and material on rock stars,

have a high loss rate. One copy of some of these popular subjects are kept in the

reference collection as a means to exercise improved control over losses. In addition,

some material requested by young adults on popular rock stars is only readily

available in certain teen magazines, which are also high-loss items.

This researcher made some comparisons of various recommended lists to Central's

collection. For the Superbooks buying list and two, excellent MCLS buying lists

for April 1978, the card catalog in Acquisitions was checked. For all the other

recommended lists, only the main card catalog was checked. The findings are:

1) Superbcoks buying list (YA list 14Y-47-78 March 20, 1978). As of
6/30/78 of the 127 titles included, 21 were not located in the
Union card catalog in Acquisitions as being in any of Central's
divisions. This list is a retrospective one and includes non-
fiction as well as fiction. No shelf check was made to determine
availability, however.

;

2) ALA/YASD "Pest Books for 1977" - as of 5/1/78, nine of the 43 titles
were not located in the card catalog.

3) SLJ's YA review committee - "Pest Books for 1977" - as of 3/1/78, six
of the 24 titles were not located in the card catalog. None of these
six titles were included on ALA/YASD's Best Books for 1977.

4) English Journal's "1977 Books for Young Adult Poll" - as of 3/1/78,
ten of the 3b titles were not found in the card catalog. This list
is generated by a roll of young ad.ult readers, themselves, and in-
cludes 1)oth Fiction and non-fiction. The ten titles not found in the
card catalog are unicuc to this list.

5) YA buying: lists Y-53-73 and Y-54-78 (Pnril 3, 1°78). These two lalvin:7
lists include many non-fiction titles and some non-trade nlilicatics
especially pertinent to 7oun^ a nit colluctions. ,Thes.? lists
C07)rrid to the records of what has actually Lour: ortlered
divisions. Of the thirtv-tar";' nen-c? ctic,n were not r--,0(1
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by the divisions. It is not known for what reasons these titles
were not ordered. Of the 13 new fiction titles, only,4 were
ordered by Literature. Of the 12 new paperbacks listed (fiction
and non-fiction), 3 titles were ordered by Literature. -:

This researcher noticed that due to the organization of material, young adults

can not browse easily to discover these new books of interest.. Unless they know

an author or title or ask for assistance, the liklihood of their finding these

books is small, since most of them are shelved in the adult fiction collection

or other division collections.

The young adult consultant's evaluations of the teen fiction center involves

recommendations that require a policy/planning decision; however, the comments

that reflect directly on materials will be included at this point.

The young adult consultant feels that the teen fiction collection needs to be

extensively weeded. She feels that multiple copies of books do not belong there

since thev occupy valuable space: and are not visually appealing to young adults.

In addition, the collection is actually two separate collections, a historical one

and a more recent collection, with most of the material being for the. pre-teens

and early teens. She also pointed out that new fiction was not very visible in the

collection, and that duplicates of certain titles shelved in adult fiction should

The tr.;e of these particular lists is not meant to imply a Pattern or a tvpic;-11
'situation. They were chosen as particularly rood lists for including material of
Potential interest for most all the divisions.
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be also shelved in the YA collection.

She emphasized that this area is not adequate as a recreational 7-.eading center,

if that is to be its functionibecause it is not set up to allow browsing of new

fiction and non-fiction. Since there is no place in the library where young

adults can browse new YA books, she' feels that this area should be expanded to

include rotating displays of new books of interest to young adults. Since many

young adults don't read fiction (especially males), she feels that ncn-fiction

cannot be excluded from a recreational reading area for young adults. Additional

comments will be reserved for inclusion in another section of this chapter.

The cA-Ily scuce pL:,:Lineni to an evaluation of materials are the comments

from MCLS librarians to the question "What should the Central library's YA

services role be in relation to systems' member libraries. The.great majority Who

responded to this question referred to materials, and indicated that Central

should supplement the resources of the member units as a strong bacl:up.* Six of

the 61 who responded stated that Central should have model YA fiction and non-fiction-

collections.

t4 One asoisLant cirector commented that Central's YA collection is currently not
that adequate ao a backstp for YA recreational-related materials. lie questoned
if, in fact, Central should be a backouon :'or such materials, indicatin7 that the
branches mis-;ht be a bet er place. Three cchnultants stated that Central's function
of being; a back-up for YA materials never really hecame a reality, as it has, for
example, with juvenile mu' - vials.

:



STAFF, SERVICES AND PHYSICAL FACILITIES

Although it is difficult to separately discuss evaluations made by young adults

and RPL/MCLS staff of Central's staff; services, and physical facilities, an

attempt to do so will be done, largely, for clarity of presentation purposes. Even

though staff and services are closely related, 'services" will refer to comments

about hours of service, library instruction and guidance, and reader's advisory.

"Physical facilities" will refer to evaluative responses about the physical plant,

itself, that comment about the equipment and general atmosphere. Sources of data

used are the same as previously listed in the "Oaterials" section.

STAFF

Young adult evaluationsof Central's staff, as recorded by pertinent nuestions on

the Nov./Dec. questionnaire, show consistentl\, that the overwhelming majority are

quite satisfied with the staff and the assistance provided. Centrals staff were

rated as excellent or good by 76% of all respondents for being "friendly", under-

standing and interested in helping." Only 27 respondents (2%) checked "poor" and

105 (6%) chocked "fair". Of the 52% who did ask fr3r assistance, 69% rated the

librarian as very helpful, 25% rated him/her as Moderately helpful, and G% rated

him/her as barely or not at all helpful. Findinr,.5 for another question related to

why the respondent didn't get what he or she camc for show that only 7% checked

the reason "librcry staff not helpful enough." 1:flowing the e::act questions

or problems, it is difficult to comment about the re5Dondents who checked "moderately

helpful." It could Le that the nature of the qucf;tionc, more than how the librarian

helped the your! adult, determined the deree of ',3atisraction.



Responses recorded during interviewing show that although a little over 1/3 of the

respondents don't feel comfortable asking for help, of the 58% who did ask for

assistance, 61% rated the librarian as very helpful and 39% rated the librarian

as moderately. helpful. No one stated that the librarian was barely helpful or not

at all helpftf.. When asked if the librarian smiled or showed other evidence of being

friendly, ,almost half of the young adults questioned said no. Both the high school

pages and a.finding from a very recent YA user study confirm the fact that young

adults, like all users, are more willing to ask for assistance and feel good about

the assistance provided if Lhe staff person is friendly and understanding.

Responses for both the community libraries and secondary school questionnaire to

the open-ended question asking respondents to make suggestions for improvements

about anyaspect of Central's service reveal that of the slightly less than 50%

who did write in suggestions and criticisms, about 17% had to do with staff. The

majority of these responses (44 respondents for both surveys) stated that the staff

were unfriendly. The remainder provided comments about the staff not being helpful

enough, or that more available staff are, needed to provide help in finding material.

It appears that most young adults do not perceive a need for having a special

librarian to assist them. The statement on the Nov./Dec. questionnaire which asked

respondents to rate statements about the need for certain services and responses

gained during interviews with young adults in Central, both show that only about

15% of all respondents though it via very important to have a special librarian

.designated to help young adults.*

4" About 2!J'., rated this service as "importn-t"; 39 > checked "not important"; 10cL
checked "don't know" and 9''6 did not rconon.



This researcher, the YA consultant, the high school pages interviewed, and some

division staff have noticed that a very small minority of Central's public service

staff do not look friendly or easily approachable. Naturally, environmental factors

-- busy phones, problem patrons, hot and humid day, etc. -- affect each person's

job performance. However, if an unfriendly or sharp exterior is perceived consis-

tently Ly young adult users -- any user, for that matter -- they will be less

likely to ask for assistance.

Most all the consultants interviewed ( as well as one assistant director and a few

division staff) agreed that an attitudinal problem exists among Central's staff

that was described variously as: "Problem here (Central) is that staff doesn't think

/A Li uining is necessary."

"Attitude is pervasive to allpublic

that they don't want to deal with kids Central only wants them here on tlx, own

terms."

"Central's staff, unliks -ranch staff training,

where attitude is developed to help all age groupin have an idea of limiting

themselves to an audience. Seems as if YA's are not welcome here -- at least vi-

sually there is little that acknowledges them."

"When young adults come here, the attitude commu-

nicated is you don't exist."

Only three community libraries provided comments on the NCLS Member Libraries

questionnaire pertinent to Central's staff. All these comments revealed a feeling

that perhaps some of the librarians at Central are not sensitive to the needs of
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young adults and to the fact that they may require extra service or more assistance.

Important at this point, before Presenting the evaluative comments pertinent to

services, is a brief diScusEior. of Central's public service staffs' attitudes about

YA service.

Unlike the comments provided by the librarians from all the branches and towns in

MCLS, very few of whom ever questioned the need for providing specialized services

for young adults, comments of Central's public service staff reveal that there is

a difference of opinion regarding tra validity of differential services for young

adults. Although no one ever questioned the need for specialized YA materials,

approximately 45-50% of the staff questioned the need to provide special services.

Most of the reasons provided were along this theme: Young adults are treated equally

and they get the same consideration and service as all other users. Their requests

are evaluated by u3 as anY other User's request is, and if special help Is needed,

they will get it. Some .51:ff from two divisions even stated that having a separate

YA librarian anc oil services would be discriminating against other users. When

division heads were asked if they offer any special services for YA users, such as

more detailed reader's advisory or reference help with school-related activities,

four stated no; three stated no, but that more reader's advisory is necessary; and

three stated yes.

wThe former director of .*L stated that in principle, separate Y/A services are
discriminatory, and that Ile would like to see Y/A's lainstreamed in Central.



That is not to say that these staff members were completely satisfied with

the present situation. A11/but two staff members felt that certain improvements

were needed to provide better service. What is important to note is that the

staff are split nearly in half over the belief that young adults should be

considered as a special user group and that they do have special library needs

or characteristics that require special services.

SERVICES

Based on the survey and interview responses from all sources, the overwhelming

majority of young adults are satisfied with the hnwrs of cpr.7i nn nt

In fact, 15% of all the responses provided for why young adults use Central is

the reason "more convenient hours of service than other libraries." Only a

handful wrote in on the community libraries questionnaire aril the secondary

school questionnaire the need for longer hours or Sunday hours of service. However,

of the young adult population surveyed inside Central during the Oov./Dec. weeks,

71% rated "convenient hours of service" as excellent or good; 11% rated it as fair;

3% poor; 4 checked "don!t know";: and 7% did not respond. Five percent of the

respondents whO wrote in replies.to the open-ended question "I would come to this

library more often if..." suggested Friday and Saturday evening hours and/or Sunday

hours. About 3% of the young adults interviewed suggested longer hours and/or

Sunda- 'ours.

Only one question on the nov. Dec. questionnaire asked young adults to rate the

proceJures for checking out and returningmaterials. Respom:es show a very



high rating.* Very few young adults Lamented, either in write-in questions or

during interviews, about the circulation system. Of those few who did, some

comments aere: "I wish I could renew material at any library, instead of corning

downtown."

"I can't get a library card 'cause I owe money, but I can't

afford to pay the fines."**

"Sometimes the line for checking out books is too long."

Of much greater significance are the responses and comments that relate to the

need for better guidance and assistance in the use of the library. Based on all

sources used for data collection, the one suggestion most frequently provided was

the need for more signs and instructional aids. On the Nov./Dec. questionnaire

the characteristic "sufficient signs and directions" received the lowest percentage

(630) of respondents who checked "excellent" or "good", relative to the other

percentages for excellent or good ratings. Twenty-six percent checked "fair" or

"poor". In fact, a separate tally was kept of the less frequent and non - frequent

users who indicated that "the library was too confusing; couldn't find material"

(question /117) or that rated "sufficient signs and directions" as either fair or

poor.

v One long ar.d well prepared typed response to an oven- ended question of which Part
of the letter is about the circulation system states... "ti area most in heed c
attention is the circulation and record-i:cenini; system, 1,?c:-.e economicallv
methods are woefully ohsolete." (See n. in the Anpendi for complen text. )

** This reason was pr v:ded by 3 voun7 adults. One youn7er teen seemed ho sincerelv
upset that this rescrrncher advised her to have a parent write cr call to expl,lin
the situation.



It was assumed that these users of Central would be less familiar with Central

than the frequent users.* :lore than half of the respondents who indicated one

or the other of the problems related to signs or directions were less frequent

or non-frequent users.

Six percent of the 994 questionnaires processed from the community libraries

survey had the iieason "library too big and complicated" as a reason for/Why

they hardly ever or never use Central. Of the 45% who did write in problems,

of the 235 separate problems recorded, tha great majority (63%) related to the

difficulty in finding the divisions and the r,-Iterials, finding available staff

to help, and generally the difficulty in .:cling comfortable and at ease using

Central. One hundred responses referred to he difficulty in finding the material

needed. There seemed to be tendency for the lower grade levels to express more

problems using Central.

Of the suggestions provided during interviews with young adults, the.need for

better directional signs and card catalog instructional aid was expressed by

72% of the 60 young adults who provided c :'itical comments.

Nine percent of the 557 respondents in the secondary school survey checked in

question 0.3 that because Central is too big and cal: licated they never or

hardly ever use it. Of the -' who wrote in preblenis,--- the most frequently

* Recall that nearly half of the users surve-:.r:d wore frenuont users, v7hich menns
that the findins ma v weir,hted 1.y the resnonsec of the more rerulr young
adult tmcrr., miv or ray not be as cr.itical of the staff, services, and
facilities.

** / additienal 53 inc'.icated that Central ',:as "OK the way it is now" and 9
indicated "don't }.now ".

*** 33b cheer:ed "It'!; firs o the way it in now." Ti._ remainder did not renpond.



cited problem expresses the need for better signs and directions and/or more

available staff to assist in locating materials. This type of comment represents

33% of all comments. Again, it is found that the lower grade levels offered a

larger share of the comments than the other grade 3.-,yels.

Clearly, a significant number (even if not a majority) of young adults are

frustrated in using Central and could use improved directional and instructional

assistance.

The majority of young adult respondents indicated on the Nov./Dec. questionnaire

that they felt tours of the library would be helpful, and for all grade levels

except the 10-12th, a majority fe3t that instruction is needed on the use of

library resources. However, the percentages that felt the need for these two

services as "very important" are 27% and 22%, respectively.

Central's public service staff also had plenty to say about how services could

be improved and v:Iere the primary weaknesses in service exist. When referring

strictly to immr:)Vements in service for young adults in individual divisions,

most of their comments related to imProvements in materials acnuisition. However,

staff from three divisions commented on the need for more readers advisory and

library instruction for young adults in their division, especially the need for

"pathfinders" or guides on popularly requested topi-s, or for instruction on

specific bibliographic tools. Also poll:red out was the problem during very busy

periods of Irovdinr rood service to students who are doing detailed library

re.corch. Even tbo staff who were not in favor of developing somethinF written

oa, formal 3ibr-r' instruction, expressed concern al:out not reins? ale to 7.send
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adequate time with young adults during busy periods. Those divisions that indicated

this occasional problem are Literature, Information Services, Science and Business

and Social Sciences. A staff member from Information Services commented that some-

times the front desk gets so busy that adequate help to young adults at the card

catalog cannot be provided. Especially a problem for young adults, this staff

member feels, are cross-disciplinary topics to research, for which more than one

division must be used. She feels that young adults often get lost in the process.

Rsponscste the question "Do you feel the present arrangement is adequate to meet

the total informational needs of young adults?" reveal a majority who are not

totally satisfied. Comments made to this question and to one other that asks for

opinions of what is needed show that basically, the public service staff feel that

school-related needs are being met adequately in the present situation. However,

almost everyone asked to comment about the adequacy of the present directional and

instructional signs, agreed that these signs could be improved. Particularly in

need of improvement are the floor-plan signs*, card catalog explanation, and the

development of instructional aids for lihrary instruction. Not everyone agreed that

the development of-various kinds of instructional aids is necessary, but the

majority' expressed the feeling that this kind of extra help is also needed by other

users, and if resources and staffing should be directed towards this purpose, that

all users would I:enefit. The often repeated comment was heard, "You know it's not

just young adults who don't know how to use the card catalog or how to research a

tonic." !lost of the staff questioned agreed that an A/V presrntation located right

by the card catalog designed to be an orientation to the library and its services

would Le useful.

All vou:lo (:z.:,-;tioned agreed th.lt C(:ntn0. nred:1 lar!'e finc;r-r,hin ef thc!

in tiro Io!,Lv. Two voung did't u..

f;ccond 11,7,or exi:-.tcd!
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A few staff members commented about the need for having someone responsible to

establish a comprehensive program of contact and communication with schools,

especially in arranging tours and providing follow-up after tours. However, the

overwhelming majority of comments centered around the present inadequacies in

meeting the recreational-related needs of young adults.

At least ten staff members L,xpressed the opinion that young adults need a space

in Central diffe/2nt than the present teen fiction area. They feel that the Teen

Loun v should not have been closed. The majority of staff, however, do not seem

to be convinced that young adults need a space like the former Teen Lounge. But

they do feel that various improvements are needed to better provide recreational-

related services to youn7, adults. Comments include:

"The leisure reading needs are not being promoted. Need soil one

avail&le to listen, do counseling, and outreach to the schools."

"Need to provide more readers advisory for teen collection" (two

staff made this comment)

"Teen fiction collection not adeettate in terms of space; need a

display area and nerhaps more magazines." (three staff made this cOmment)

"Now there is no guidance for teens; they need a recreational

area that reflect's all their pe-Tonal interest pnd they recd a WA lirPAri-In."

:lout memers had no comment to indicated that they jut didn't
knm tc)



"Need a YA librarian or some one who cares about young a,lults and

really knows the collection. a.-ed this persoi', to keep the iest of the staff thinking

YA." ( 3 staff made this kind of comment)

"Need YA programming that is purely entertaining, but actively

tied into the collection." ( 3 staff made this kind of comment)

Comments from consultants are varied. Several consultants indicated the need

for more instruction on how to use the library and the need to make signs more

visible. One consultant pointed out the need to establish an official policy on

providing assistance for school assignments, since she felt that young adults were

probably being treated inconsistently depending on the staff person assisting.*

All consultants present at the April 17, 1978 consultants meeting felt the

need for a person to be identifiable as the staff person responsible for young

adult services. Although there was not mutual agreement about the need for a YA

lounge, everyone present did feel that more visibility was needed in Central to show

young adults that :heir interests and needs are perceived and deserve attention. This

concern was expressed by the need for regularly rotating displays, exhibits, programs,

a YA bulletin board of current happernings- and local information and crisis informa-

tion for young adults.

* All public service staff in Central and in all MCLS community libraries were
asked how they handle reduests for school assiTnment h11-) over the nhche. Although
the majority followed the rule of thumb-- An :.rief ouesticns only and encoura;-.(2
them to con to the librprv-- 2 Or 3 in Cactral and C

. community lil.raric:; ind-
catcd thaL if t::oy 114Yr.:: certain it was a sc!locl.assi7,nm.:nt, they would try not to
prowl d' ,Insrs. This rcs.2.archer schscd a certnin .jtrary qudlitv to the liroccs7;.

I.:* Those' nrr,scnt yore: L. Dretz, L. Chu, J. Cummins, S. Hunt, B. IhriN Kroeger,
A. Kusler, J. Pearsall, and N. !.yan.
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One consultant expressed the opinion that one way young adults could be better

served was by having RPL represented in career fairs and similar school activities,

so that better school-public library communication would be developed. Also, she

felt that involving more students in Central in such ways as tour leaders would help

promote Central.

The young adult consultant sees the greatest inadequacy .n the promotion of- recrea-

tional reading and the provision of readers advisory. She was emphatic about the

need for a YA specialist to be responsible for creating, maintaining, and promoting

use of a recreational-reading area, and providing outreach to people working with

young adults. She has very specific ideas about where and how the present teen fiction

collection should be expanded.

Comments recorded by management staff related to the need for a YA specialist to

promote services are:

" YA specialist is not necessary here, not as a specialistin YA

materials and all but like a PR person as an assistant to the YA consultant. This

person could be the liaison to youth groups, agencies and schools; be a YA advocate

and coordinate YA outreach in Rochester and particularly around Central."

"What we need in Central is an ombudsr..an-- not at a desk, but

circulating and making cont-et. with kids inside and outside of the library. This

person also would be a catalyst for involvin7, library staff with youth to get them

interactinr,."

Of the few specific comments made Ly co nmunity liLrarians rer,ardin7 Central7G YA

services , 4 librarians indicated that they were sorry to Gee the teen lounr.e closed

and about 3 ,:yid that they thins: teens are bein7, short-chanred now. Other commcnvs



that expressed expectations of Central include:

"Give good service to walk -in teens:' (5 made this kind of comment)

"Have programs that would attract special interest teens (like

video workshops)

"Provide readers advisory:'

"Provide a friendly atmosphere for YA's."

"Generate feasible YA goals yearly."

"Be the leader, innovator, experimenter."

"Have a good, rotating pool collection."

"Function as a "branch" for people who live nearby."

"Maintain an attractive YA area with a lively librarian who com-

municates well and will promote nrograms."

"Keep aware of what other comm:Inity libraries are doing; basically

need an aware and interested YA librarian."

FACILITIES

Not many young: adults made specific critical comments about the physical_ facili tics.



Four percent of the young adult respondents in the Nov./Dec. survey indicated

that the space or equipment was overcrowded. Rather significant is the written-in

suggestion (also provided by 10% of the young adults who offered suggestions during

the interviews) that more study space is needed. Some respondents suggested

carrels and some stated the need for n place where small groups working together

could feel free to talk.

Also fairly frequently mentioned by those providing comments about the physical

facilities, was the comment. that the teen center should be made more comfortable

and attractive to teens. The responses on the Nov./Dec. questionnaire for ratir'

Cc tral on the characteristic "pleasing and comfortable atmosphere" show that 16%*

rated Central as fair or poor. A handful of young adults wrote in that Central

should have; 1) a lounging area where smoking and eating are allowed; 2) another

typrewriter; and 3) less expensive (5) copying machines.

A majority of respondents agreed with the statement that an area in the library

for teens is needed. According to their re:-Donses on the Nov. /Dec. questionnaire,

20% felt thi,; need to be "very importap-. ,;hecked "important", 24% checked

"not impuran , 1O' checked "don't }:Low" -d 9 did not respond.

Division staff, con::,ultants, and community librarians' comments about the physical

facilties were relatiyelv few, but all centered around the need to make the teen

Fiction area more attractive and invit:n. The minority who felt that a different

s7acc for a .',. n lounge was needed ueually statr:: that the space should :e decora-

tivc, colorful, and comfortable "a place wh(..re teens can he themselvep,."

cw-y-r, 71.
n'1.-11. rzt-:rati

or ".,7(...:' t oral 7.. 1.
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Evaluative comments of Central's YA staff, services, and facilities made by

representatives of alternative school progrm,s caa.Qa5ily be implied from their

comments vis-a-vis library needf7.*

An analysis of a question on the secondary school querrtionnaire about selected

characteristics of public libraries, although not specific to .Central, will be

included at this point since it attempts to assess student attitudes** alleUt

materials, staff, services, and facilities of public libraries. Even though the

cr)%.

attitudes ,,:xpressed are not specific to Central, this reoea1"cher feels that they

have value, s...71ce these general attitudes about public librerics-a-j-L-ect the young

adults" perceptions and expeC:ations of all 1baries.

--The following chart illustrates the findings

STRONGLY OF
STATEXENT GENERALLY AGP:

STRONGLY OR

Gri'LLY-
DCJIT NO
::NOW RESPONSE

2:. Public libraries usually do a good
job of supplying materials for children
and students. 93% 1% 2%

3. People :1!(:) -,7ork in libraries

usually provide willing and useful
help. 84% 80 4 %

4. Public libraries are usually more
concerned aout books than about

people. 29% 52q, 15% 5

(cenc.d.

tw,s(27,7,ini7 .11..,:ays difficult cincf.: i ritlircf; a statement of feclihrf3
nittltn, thln an fact. Nowevt-r, in 0:7 1-ho inhr=ront in
tude the I-intli:wr; 1-.(!sultirw fr-ri nuh an ef:frirt v;!.11d and reli.:11:2e
for r-o.nr.i.1::., 7.o n-ner.::: di ro(:;:i c o: C1 at' t..7, c: c,ut 7U:

tatrt nurrcr on not included cinc e it is not rl'tincmc.

7/



STRONGLY OR STRONGLY OR DON'T NO
STATEMENT GENERALLY AGREE GENERALLY DISAG,"E KNOW RESPONSE

5. You can usually get a better
selection of books at a book-
store rather than a public
library. 29%. 57% 11% 4%

6. Public libraries are too old-
fashioned and formal. 21% 68% 7% 4%

7. Being in a public library makes
me uncomfortable. 20% 72% 5% 3%

8. Public libraries don't have
much of interest for teenagers. 25% 59% 10% 4%

Basically, for all statements, the majority of respondents have expressed positive

attitudes about public libraries, services, and staff. In those cases-where the

percentages expressing a n...Tative attitude-are a bit greater -- #5, #8 part

of the reason is due to the higher percentage of respondents who checked "don't know"

for those statements. On the other hand, these same statements are the cnes to con-

sider when the staff of Central evaluate themselves or seek areas to. make imnroverSnts.

In effect, the findings reveal to a certain extent the attitude that public libraries

are not the best place for teenagers to fi-:d their recreational/personal interest

materiels; but they are a good place for students to get materials for school-related

work. Also, to a limited extent, the old stereotype of the "bookish" rather than

people-oriented characteristic of library staff is revealed.

A separate discussion of RAVD is necessary since evaluative data collected for this

division are not as complete as for other divisions.* In addition, some non-print

u RAV0"', Oct. ant: March data collection efforts were somewhat different thrill the ether
divi:; ions. f-w specific conants from young adults were recorded and on1-. two vounr
adults were ev (erved and interviewed :iv this researcher in
all the inform,Ition G:)tained frem RAVD staff and the A/V consultant.



media -- records, cassettes, films, video -- are heavily used in some libraries

by young adults for largely recreational-related reasons, and therefore audio-visual

library service is a very important part of total library service, especially for

young adultn. Several library use studies, one of which was the Philadelphia Pro-

ject, have found that audio-visual materials are in greater demand by students from

lower s,-)cio-economic communities, and are sometimes the bridge from non-use of

16
libraries and non-reading to enjoyment of reading and utilization of libraries.

All three of the staff questioned (AV consultant and the head and assistant head of

RAVI) ) felt that the collection was adequate to meet the needs of young adults and

organizations representing young adult interests.* The head of RAVD tries to purchase

everthing on the emm film buying lists, which are generated, in part, from the

young adult librarians' input and the A/V consultant's input. The 16mm films of

particular interc2t for YA's are acquired in two ways: 1) on the basis of recom-

mendations from adult librarians at the monthly previewing sessions; and 2)

A/V consultant and/or YA consultant and head of RAVD recommend and select films

on ti. basis of reviews, previewing sessions, and ILL recuests. Therefore, it seems

that vounr adult interests are sufficIently retresented in the acquisition process.

Onlv five or six comments were recoremd from all methods used in which young adults

criticisd the film -ollection. Two teachers interviee were extremel

laudatory of the f, 7,.teriai and assistance nrovided them in

Aimo:;t ,111 rocorded t!J2 Cot. !:1(1 :!rch (Tht:i ,?f7nr:r,
YEA '11 . !'or

re le rr,-. 1 T'C',

" from (,her,:tion Young Adult and one from flc hool Without

7 3

(c)' 0



Services and facilities will be discussed jointly, since in this division where

materials usage is dependent on the hardware, they are tightly related, as are

the materials to facilities.

RAVD is primarily a 16mm booking operation, and therefore,partly because of the

limitations of space and staff, 8mm film, filmstrip, and video in -housc le is not

promoted for any Ilwr. Another reason is the lack of equipment for viewing

the 8mm magnetic films Which are the most popular with young adults.

Sixteen mm film viewing and video viewing must be arranged in advance, and 16mm

viewing requires the teacher's or some adult's'permission.\

Schools and youth organiztions of a13. types are heavy users of the 16mm film

collection. For the most part, the Programming assistance and,arrangements are

all'handled prer the phone; the in-Person young adult or persons working with

young adults use of RAVD'5 Progl'amming assistance and booking services is minimal.

Walk-in 8mm film, filmstrip, and video Yourr, adult usage represent a very small

percentage' of the use made Of JAVD. Even with the recent rearrangement of equipment

and furniture in PAVD, not that easy to access these collections without

extensive browsing or ask .r1. for a5si.stanee. The assistant head of RAVD is usually

available to rirovide assistance, but when she is otheIwise.occupied, persons

wishing assistance are served from one o£ /the staff behind the counter.

The ecui;)ment wts 2orff= tivo ago. nnlv the much smaller emm cartriC',e
collection can v



With all the above as a backdrop, then, how can RAVD's service to young adults

be evaluated? The head of RAVD feels that because of problems in the past with

groups of young adults causing."teo much traffic and being too hard on the equip-

ment", and because of the physical limitations of space and staff,.the present

services are sufficient. He feels that Central is not the place to promote A/V

services; instead, he believes it is better to promote them in community libraries,

especially in those that were designed for A/V use. He did express an opinion

that the division staff do not effectively promote A/V materials usage.

The assistant head felt that an attempt to prOnioe the use of the division is

necessary, even though the limitations already mentioned would-restrict the effort.

However, both of certain king - of services that would 'improve access

and Le supportive of more YA use. Their sugzstions are:

1) All A/V materials be represented in main card catalog.

2) Color-co,2inz in the main card catalog could be used to pr.note attention
to the materiels.

3) Production and distribution of a Emm film cataloe.

4) Interfilin7, of filmstrips with the print E.aterials

5) Ideally, if a teen lounge were to be created, the !-mm colletion and viewing
equipment should be housed there.

6) Nore promotion ofA/V material:-; in the di vi .ions.

th2 'proC.uction of en emm film catalo7 has been in 5rogres's for some
but is pre.7,ently in "limbo".



The A/V consultant feels that more needs to be done to promote the 8mm and filmstrip

collection. She also fe.:ls that the Physical location and facilities of RAVD are

not suitable for encouraging recreational-related use of the resources there; how-

ever, she does feel that Saturday afternoon film series, as offered in the past,

should definitely be attempted. She mentioned the possibilities for high-interest

Y/A programming that might result from the current staff involvement with the

videotraining and the 8mm feature film focus grant.

This researcher's overall impression is that in spite of the real limitations in

RAVD of space, staff, and equipnent, efforts could be made to improve services to

this age group for the following points: 1) Even if 8mm magnetic film viewing is

not possible at this time, more young adults using this library could be made aware

of the collection. The collection is reported to be heavily used via I.L.L., but

the ,i111-in use of the collection (limited to borrowing, since viewin7 in not-

poF;sible) is not that great.* Replacement of the 8mm magnetic film viewing equip-

ment should be considered, but only after careful consideration of the objectives

for and implications of providing this service.

2) A definite scheduling of Viewer's

advisory could be planned, so that quality reference service is available during

all noun: of service in RAVT1:

3) An 8mm film catalog shoulc be produced

and actively nromoted to the ite.-native educational programs in th^ downtown area and

Of ccur:-,o, e notcutial borrmor of t1:is collection must nave access to enuip-
r-mt t: use the films. It is not knoYn to what extent this factor restricts fuller
1.':e of the colit:ction.



to youth organizations. Also, copies of the catalog, as well e::1; thr7 i6mm catalog,

should be located at several poin':s in Central (certaily at card catalog

somewhere) where they are visible and accessible to the public.

4) Either all A/V media should consis-

tently be oatalogqed and included in the main card catalog or a d made not

to include those A/V formats for which catalogs exist that. provi s. A com-

parison of a sample of A/V materials from the card catalog in RAVD to the main

catalog revealed some inconsis-cencies. films were included in the main

card catalog*, but most all tha videoca
. included in RAVD'S catalog deere not

in the main catalog.

5) Division staff could brin7 relevant

A/V materials more to the atttlalticn of users (young adults included, of course)

b. various methods -- stIIA as, production of lists/bibliographies of selected films

and other pertinent A/V mRte,-.ial on various subjects, and exhibits and displays that

utilin A/V materials.

The head of-catalog,in cxplaiPed that since 1970-71 16mm films have 1en
atalogucd from the annotations sent by RAVD.



VII. WHAT EXISTS vs. WHAT IS NEEDED: POSSIBLE GAPS/LACKS

In order to shed some light on the existence of gaps or lacks in young adult

service at Central, significant findings well substantiated by data about how

young adults use Central and the implications of their library behavior will be

contrasted to information that identifies young adult information needs and

young adult library services needs. First, however, an overview is necessary of

young adult services in Monroe County and YA library services in RPL/MCLS.

WHAT EXISTS

Rochester and Monroe County library service for young adults must be viewed within

a larger youth services delivery system. Fortunately, a very well planned a:.d

comprehensive needs assessment and delivery system already is opnrational in

Monroe County. This system is largely coordinated by the Rochester-Monroe

County Youth Bureau; city and town governmental agencies and community organi-

zations of all kinds make up the system. A variety of young adult int:-ests and

needs are supplied by these organizations. Localized gaps in service have been

identified, but usually part of the :,blem is traced tolunderutilization of

9xisting resources and the need to decentralize services and/or offer multi-

service enters.

Responses to the MCLS member libraries questionnaire reveal that library resources

for young adults within RPL/MCLS are generally adequate, although there is

little uniformity among the libraries. Questionnaires were sent out to all

professional librarians in MCLS units (as well as most al' units in the

Livingstoo/Wyomingand Wayne/Ontario library systems) to obtain informatior

about their young adult users, their facilities, staffing, services, and



collection. Only 5 of the 22 town library units in Monroe County did not respond,

so overall response rate was 77% of all RPL/MCLS libraries.

An analysts of some of the more pertinent questions shows that of the 29 RPL/MCLS

libraries responding, more than half have YA specialist positions. The majority

indicated that 10%-157 of the total budget is spent on YA materials and 10%-25%

all users are young adults. Nearly half of the libraries have either a

s?parate room or a section of a room designated YA . The majority of librarians

indicated that school-related needs are the primary reasons for young adult use

of the library. The majority of librarians indicated that the main problem

in serving young adults is attracting more of them into the library, especially

for program attendence and participation. However, nearly two-thirds stated

that they had no written or understood Statement of goals, and nearly half

stated they make nc evaluation of YA services. The great majority have only

separate YA fiction collections; the non-fiction is integrated into the general

collection. Nearly two - third;, of all responding librarians stated that they o_fe'c

such services for young adults as informal library instruction, readers advisory,

exhibits and displays, programming, and school visits. Only about one-third

performed other kinds of outreach services besides school visits.

Central's young adult users represent at least 12% to 14% of Central's total

users. They are predominately secondary school students* coming almost as much

from the suburban towns as from the City of Rochester. The overwhelming majority

are whiL2 students, particularly from Lhe senior high grades of 10th-12th, with

*
Only 4% of non-student young adults were recorded in the Nov./Dec. survey.

All library use studies confil the finding that a very small per,:entage
of non-student young adults make use of public libraries. How-.wer, the needs of
these non-student young adults, which are usually life skills-orented and recre-
ational/personal interests-oriented. should not be overlooked.



A nearly equal number of males eT females. Slightly less than half of Central's

young adult users are frequenr (i e., use Central once amonth or more), while

the remainder make much less "-equent use of Central. This remainder uses

Central usually once or twice a year when s pool libraries are un.:,-/aiable to

them because of school vacations and/or the nature of their school assignments

requires use of a large library with a broad selection of materials. However,

a particularly noteable portion of Central's frequent YA, users are those

students from School Without Walls, who use Central as their school library,

students from nearby Interim Jr. High,.and tutees and tutors from the Rochester

School District's Learning Disabilities Program. The latter of tlese three

groups, 52nerally just occupies space, since they usually provide their own

materials; however, a minority of them also use recreational-related materials.

First time young adult users represent a significantpercentage, with 15% to 20%

(depending on the time of year) of all young adult users in that category.

Saturdays, afternoons, and evenings- -i« that order are the busiest times for

young adult use of Central. Young adult telephone use is insignificant.

They came to Central to borrow b oks and use journals and reference materials

chiefly for s.J,col-rc!ated reasons. Approximately 20% make use of recreational-

relare,.1 matetials, particularly the 7th and 8th graders, whose use of recreational-

:'elated mat, rials is neall 's great as school-related materials.

Yot.ng adult users make multi-division and multi-materials usage of Central.

7.i.erat ,re and Information Servit 's are the two busiest divisions, vis-a-vis

young adult use. For all surveys, between one-third and one-half of all respond-

ents had aslc:-?cl for assistance, and the iv.jority of these requests were not of a

substantive nature. It seems that young adults, particularly the older teens,

attemptto help themselves, even if it means not obtaining sufficient or suitable

0



materiz. Although almost all the young adults who had not asked for help

told the ..!searcher they had not asked because they didn't need it, about nne-

thin ,.matted to feeling uncomfortable about asking for assistance. The library

pages interviewed stated that they feel the great majority of their peers are

ignccant of thc resources here in Central, and that they do not know how to

fully use a library as big as Central, but for reasons; of timidity and vulnerability,

they don't like to ask for help.

Non-users (potential users) anr4 non-frequent uses of Central are somewhat more

difficult to describe. First, are the approximately 3600-39A students who

change buses daily downtown. What portion of these are potential users of Central

is impossible to know. Then., aro the approximately 750 students enrolled in

the downtown alternative educational programs for dropouts, "problem students",

or otherwise educationally disadvantaged. A very small percentage of these

young adults use Central, even though library resources in their schools may be

inadequate. Yes, they are practically all in basic educational programs or

technical /vocational programs, so that they may have limited school-related

reasons to use Central's resources. But what about othr.r informational needs?

Margaret Marshall in her book Libraries and Literature for Teenagers , reporting

cn findings of other YA library use studies, has some pertinent comments to

offer in regard to chis type of you-g adult:

"One study of less academic, sociall lower,early school leaver shows
that only about one -fifth were recorded as being registered members rf
a public library, but less than one-half of the one-fifth regularly
used tue public library...A very smrdl proportion of teens use the
public library, and

7
that proportion is -- c. socially represe tative

of the population.

The public library is catering fairly adequately for the study needs of
the largely middle - class, full-time students, but appears to offer very
little to the teenager who is no in that category. This situation is
common to those library systems where there is no pOL:cy decision to



serve the teenage community and no separate staff or service. The
situation alters considerably when responsibility is laid upon a
librarian or department ft'.tr attention paid to teenagers. In these
cases, the non-student, the working teenager, the deprived young
adult receives attention also." 18

Clearly, this young adult population near Central and the people working wizh

them as Counselors and teachers are potential users of Central, provided their

information /library needs can be better identified and met.

The secntIdary school survey and the Midtown Shopping Mall survey provide some

additinn41 information about young adult non-users of libraries. However,

since only 50 young adults were identified as non-users in these two surveys,*

the findings cannot be used to draw conclusions bout all young adult library

non-users. In any case, it was found that: fewer of them identified themselves

as pursuing an acad course of study; a M ch higher percentage (18%) than

the library t..7!rs indicated that they do not read for their own pleasure;

orl:: 3 responic irricated that they would not go to a library to obtain

at least irc:or-ation that they had checked they might :ant or need;

;ibout 30% of the non-user sample expressed an overall negative attitude about

p;.0) C libraries as compared to 25% cf the total sample;iand less interest

than libtry users in participating in library programs was indicated.

Knowing about the young adult users and potential users of Central is important

r determining it the prey : resources of materials, staff, services, and

are adequate to meet their total informational needs. In an abridged

format, then, what is the present resources situation?

-Kuqo4-users" were identified by the following criteria: 1. they had checked
on the 5eQondary school questionnaire

' 1 question #9 "don't use any library
regular1Y" and 2. they had checked in question #11 "once o' twice a year" or
."hardly. ever use it."



The resources of materials, staff, services, and facilities are usually adequate

tc meet the school-related needs of young adults. Certain times of the year,

however, do result in a greater demand for school-related materials, especially

when mass school assignments occur, thus requiring some divisions to provide

multiple cop; s of certain subject materials. Generally speaking, though,

the only school-related materials problems iden-ified by staff are the need for

material at a lower reading/comprehension level for certain subjects and the

need to locate and acquire additional YA material for certain subjects.

Recreational-related mats ,ls, especially high loss rate materials, is more of

a problem. At least three divisions have experienced a high loss rate for

certain YA high-in-demand materialsto the extent that replacement of materials

is not attempted or may be only partially attempted, all of which results

limitations on the acquisition of new YA high interest materials. As a means

to control the loss of these materials, some of the solutions have resulted in

restriced access to tllese high-interest/high-loss materials. In the case

of Lit .1:acure, some materials are kept in the staks, so that only those who ask

will L able to locate them.

The cl-ganization of YA recreational-related materials in Central is hot conducive

to easy t ie and is cer::ainly inadequate for browsing. Th,- teen fiction collectior

is inadequate b :ause it does not inclH1,. material of interest to the older teens.

The material housed there chi,3fly ref!,.1cts the. tastes of pre-teens and youngLr

teens, and becaus it houses 1;_tt1.e new fiction recommen -ow l3 adults

.(the majority of which is shelved in adult fiction), and of coarse no non-

fictiorl, it is not a recreational reading ar-la in the true sense of the

Since there is no othe- recreational reading ).rea, young adults must use

other divisions for their recreational-related needs. While they seem to be



willing to use the divisions in this manner, for the more than half who don's

ask for assistance, if they cannot find what they are looking for by themselves,

they will more readily give up the search and go away empty-handed, because,

after all, the material is not needed for a school assignment. And certainly

the present situation regarding Y A recreational-related materials, including

non-print materials, leaves a great deal to be desired from the perspective of

promotion of these materials.

Nearly a fel150 split exists among Central's public service staff regarding the

need to provide differential services for young adults. 0A.y three division

heads stated that they provided any special services for young adults, such as

more detliled instructional services or readers advisory services. Almost all

the public service staff interviewed felt that the schocil-related needs of young

adults were being adequately met, although there is nearly unanimous concer_

for those young adults who don't ask for assistance, particularly during busy

periods when staff-initiated assistance or follow-up is difficult to provide

in certain divisions. However, nearly all the publ:x service division staff

saw the need for improved directional signs and about 43% thought that various

,f instructional aids are necessary, not only for young -dults, but all

library users. A majority also expressed dissatisfaction with the present

arrangement for Meeting young adult recreational and personal interest needs.

Improvements in the teen fiction collection, the need for a young adult librarian/

.Hvocate, and the need for staff trainii: regarding young adult materials and

services are the primary needs identified by Central's staff and MCLS staff.

From the young adults' viewpoint, the primary need centers around elp, both self-

help and assistance from library staff. Most frequently mentioned was the diffi-



culty !- finding the material needed and improvements needed in directional and

instructional aids. The need for a floor-plan sign in the outer lobby and better

instructional signs explaining the card catalog were suggested by a majority

of those who provided comments.*

Also desired is friendly, understanding assistance. At least one-third of the

young adults interviewed stated that they did not feel comfortable asking for

help, although three-fourths of the respondents in the Nov./Dec. in-house survey

rated the library staff as excellent or good for the characteristic "friendly,

understandirr, and interested in helping." Fo, -hose respondents who did ask,

for help, the overwhelming majority were satisfied with the help they received;

however an important minority are those who felt diss,.tisfied with the help they

received and those who neither found what they wanted or needed nor asked for

assistance.

a

Although no Y A programming is currently offered in Central, a significant interest

was demonstrated for it. Even though only 18% of the Nov./Dec. survey respon-

dents indicated the need rIr programs in Central "very i. .,ortant"** 70% and

73% of the respondents of the community libraries survey and the secondary

school surv,:,, zespectively, indicated their interest by checking at least one

program activity in wh ch to parti ipate. Particularly great interest was

shown in job opportuni:ies workshops, crafts/hobbies workshops and film/music

programs. The local public library was always selected by the majoricy of res-

pondents'as the preferred location for the programs.

*Recall that be'_ween J)-45% of all respondents all surv( .s provided
critical comments or suggestions.

'k*One important difference is w./Dec. questionnaire did not list
types of programs, as did the other hwires.



Facilities and equipment were generally found to be adequate, although the need

for additional work space--either as study carrels or a separate room where

small group discussion is possible--was identified by a sizeable number of

young adults. Aprirently, the sitting/working space becomes crowded on some

Saturdays during the year and certain school vacation times, such as was

experienced the Friday after Thanksgiving. For the very few who make regular

use of the copying machine aLd the typewriter, suggestions for a 5c copier and

an additional typewriter were recorded.

The atmosphere-and decor of the teen fiction collection was felt by some staff

and young adults to he unattractive and too formal. Some staff felt that making

this area more visually appealing-and-comfortable would help promote its use.

Of all the expectations for service that youn; adults were asked to rate for

their relative importance, the only statement that was consistently rated "very

important" by a significant percentage of young adults* was the need for a

separate area in the library where recreational/personal interest materials

would be housed.

WHAT IS NEEDED

presentation of what is needed will include a reiteration of significant

findia;s from the da.a collected on information needs/library needs, as

already discussed in Chapter IV, statements made by leading young adult

specialists, and guidelines recently prepared by ALA/YASD. The inclusion of

statements frcim the experts in the Y A servicos field and of guidelines are

*Nearly one-third rated this expecrA 7-vice as "very important" in both
the Nov./Dec. survey and during the interv,c:ws. Fewer of the older teens,

however, expressed this expectation.



provided in order to expose the activities, trends, and significant beliefs

of the profession. Of course, not all of these statements and guidelines may

be applicable to Central, at least not until a Y A services role is determined.

Even though it is outside the scop::: of this :Andy to draw conclusions about MCLS

young adult services, ail .future planning efforts should s -ring from a systems

approach; therefore, these selected statements and guidelines should have

importance from the systems perspective.

First, what do some of the young adult specialists have to say about the need

for differential service for young adults?

abundant:

Examples in the li-erature are

"The goal of library service to young adults is to aid the individual
in achieving a successful transition from childhood to adulthood by
providing r.he resources and the environment that will foster intell-
ectual, emotional, and social develo--lent. To reach this goal it is
essential that the library recognize . lat the needs of young adults
are different in*ind and intensity from those of other library users,i5,
and that staff and programs of service must be developed accordingly."'

(Statements 7imilar to the above were located in guidelines and stanuards
of three other library system.)

An extensive body of literature exists, particularly in the fields
of biolo :sychology, sociology, and education regarding youth; all
tending ort the concept of youth as a special group possessing
distincti._ ...Laracteris'zics which possibly require special treatment
ni understanding. u20

"It is true that young people wish to be treated with 'le same respect
and regard as adults. In effect, however, the same treatment as that
giver adults wil' not always suffice. Because they arc so often on
the defensive, awkward, or inarticu'ite, younr, adults require sensitive
handling... 21

The following relvant statements made y experts in the field and guidelines

and standards prepared by selected library systems refer to needs for young

adult materia s, .staff, services, and facilities.

g 7



Regarding a young adult services policy:

"Service: to young adults requires an administrative commitment to
this objective, together with a sufficient allocation of resources.
Young adult service goals and objectives should be incorporated in
thq library's overall policy statement. Such a statement should
identify the young adult constituency as both actual and potential
library users, define its sg5vice needs, and set forth the design
for meeting those needs..."-

"Library service to teenagers encompasses the young adult who uses
the library and the yo'.1(ng aclu.L rho does not, either from ignorance,
or antipathy. At worst, theJibrary service is simply a collection
of books. At best, it involves intensive.and extensive work within
the library building and out into the community. It incorporates
service for study.and self - educations and service for recreation." 23

Regarding the staff:

"Unless:there is-a YA librarian to make the collection work, of
course YA work will fail." 24

1'

"The cost of establishing a service to young adults is flexible.
Of the components listed below, one is absolutely essential--the
salary of a YA librarian." 25

"It is the young adult librarian, not the collection who is the
pivotal figuue'in young adult services,,...If the librarian's position
is done away with, formally or informally, then young adult services
are done away witl-t--." 26

"The administration must ensure an ongoing program.of in-service
training, not'only fob. designated young adult librarians and others
working specifically with the group, but also for all ti staff
mho come in contact with young adults. 27

I ,Regarding materialr.aad their, orglanization:

"Eighty percentof a separate YA collection -should be duplicates of
adult titles, The other 2r.% should be composed of tetn novels,
sport stories and biographies, science fiction, sex education, etc. 28

"Collection should include A/V materials and an inviting, informal
comfortable armOsphere. No separate room is needed. The YA collection
i3 a springboard to the ndult collection and should be placed in
close proximityto it." 29

"The trend towacl interfiling all non- fiction while leaving YA. fiction
separate is helpful as long as-the YA collection is not bastardized,
physically and Wsilosophically. In libraries that can't afford to
duplicate the aqult.fiction young adults like, this separate YA fictior
section becomesinothing More Akan a.grouP of teen novels, hardly the
introduceton toadult materials which YA collectloriS are supposed to
be, and shouhl be. One solution is to interfile eVerythiog and create

-



monthly rotating displays on specific interests of teenagers and pull
titles from L!,4e entire library collection for them." 30

"While no amou:lt of idealism..-or optimism can remedy the dearth of
trained YA libralAans, the fact of staff shortages reinforces the
need for a spe--ally selected collection which, if maintained
conscientiously and changed frequently, provides at least a point
of focus and an.aid to the young adult reader. Medium-sized libraries
(population 10,000-50,000) should not attempt to provide a. special
room for YA services. The essential factors in providing a separate
but not segregated. area still remain the librarian and a fluid collection
of materials, both book and non-book." 31

"It is recommended that 15% to
materials for the adult .-:ection
a young adult collection and
young acklts. While all books
from these funds will not ne7:ei:
many adult titles should be -:apti-
particularly those which have

Regarding, facilities:

of the amount-budgeted for library
the library be alle,cated to maintain

use of adult material.; by
.h-print materials purchased
.y be shelved in the YA area,
ItedJ,r shelving in the YA area;
interest and heavy demand." 32

"More than like1, most administrators must contend with existing
facilities. Howe 2r, even a-small and crowded building can offer a few
feet of space especially or young adults...the design, arrangement,
graphics, etc. should make it evident that the area is for young
adults. The goal should be, not to segregate young adults,but to
piovide a focal point--to deliver the message that they:are welcome
in the. library and to direct their attention to the materials that
have r ^en selected with their interests in mind. It is not advisable
to attempt to build a young adult collection with the idea that this
effort will satisfy the diverse needs of this group. The goal is
to assist in making t.e transition from the-children's department
to independent use of the entire library, using a farefully chosen
and freq'tiently changed 'core'collection as a means toward the end...

Displays that are interesting and well produced are an important
tool for motivating use of a library's resourcesbut they can also
function as a primary information source...In addition to displays
and exhibits, di'ectional signs are 1-.=tided to steer patrons to various
collections or service points...Effective guides for using catalogs
and locating materials are also important. Young adults are often
painfully loathe to expose a lack of savoir faire and, when baffled,
are more likely to give up and leave than to ask stiCf. for help...

Ultiinately, it is the atmosphere of the library that determines
whether a successful YA program is possible. An attrrActive,
comprehensible building, a well-designed service plan, and a good
collection will be wasted if the young adult user, encounters hostility

-or'distrustinthe liblry..." 33



This researcher has reviewed the guidelines and objectives for five library

systems* and found the following repeated guidelines of significance:

1. recognition that the needs of young adults are different in kind and

intensity from those of other library users, and that staff and programs of

service must be developed accordingly.

2. provide readers advisory and-reference assistance, and help young

adults to use the total library's resources and research tools.

3. make available information on other servicc.:7 and resources found

outside the library.

4. cooperate with schools in creating an awareness of public library

resources through faculty contact, visits to classes, library tours, and other

programs that involve the public and school library; to promote reading and

library usage among young adults.

5. provide programs as varied as the interests of young adults.

6. provide in the library a certain area easily identified as the

YA section. The function of this area should not be to segregate young adults,

but to provide. a focal point.

7. provide outreach library services to young adults who do not or

cannot normally come to the library.

8. provision of a separate YA librarian is necessary in larger libraries.

The information needs/library needs identified in Chapter IV of this report

will be repeated here. They are:

-dap
1. a centralized clearinghouse for career and job information, job

training and job counseling.

*
Those examined arc from Cuyahoga County Public Library, Alameda County

Library System (California), New Jersey public libraries (a statement of
guidelines addressed to all public libraries in New Jersey), Denver Public
Library, and New York public libraries (Criteria and Guidelines in Planning,
for Young Adult Services i.n Public Lihrnry Building Programs, NYLA, 1968).



2. the provision and dissemination of comprehensive information
about available recreational and leisure time activities.

3. the offering of more arts, recreational, cultural, and leisure
time activities.

4. a printed resource directory of youth services.

5. information necessary -o support and fulfill needs that result
from the developmental changes and challenges of adolescence,
including crisis information needs.

6. school-related informationand materials.

7. recreational-related information and materials.

8. specific services within Central for the students and teachers
of alternative educational programs.

GAPS/LACKS

Where, then are the gaps or, lacks in service to young adults? This researcher will

list those gaps/lacks which she feels are sufficiently significant to warrant

attention and action. Some of these may not be -ble to be addressed z.:.t present, but

the intent is to document them for future, long-range planning. Rec'mmer.dations

will be made in the following final chapter that, hopefully, will provide insightful

suggestions for meeting these gaps/lacks.

1. The most noticeable lack in service to young adults in1Central is in serving,

their recreational and personal interest needs. Without exception, every article

-examined revealed this aspect of YA service as its raison d'etre,

The whole philoophy behind young adult. services is to promote reading and of

non-print media as a means of helping young adults cope with the pressures of ado-

lescence, and to serve the needs of the whole person, whether those needs are related

to the pursuit of formal education or to the search for personal growth and well-

being. In fact, much less attention has been devoted in the library literature to the

needs for serving the student role of young adults in comparison to serving their

personal interest needs. The majority of RPL /NCLS staff comments express this concern

for better serving these recreational and personal interest needs.



2. Central lacks a young adult services policy, which is also true for the

entire system. Central must decide what are its specific objectives in

serving young adults (which is the intent behind this study!) and then design

a program for which regular evaluation is built into the program.

3. Inherent in the need to develop a young adult services policy, is the

Underlying assumption that young adult work is an important priority and that,

at least, young adults' recreational/personal interest needs justify differential

services and a separate collection. This kind of recognition 'ry Central's

staff calls for an awareness of the distinction in the functions of young

adult work; that is, school-related reference work and the other function of

providing readers advisory for recreational and personal interest reading,

making crisis and local information of interest to young adults available to

them, providing outreach to the alternative schools and youth agencies in the

downtown area, promoting a recreational-related materials collection with

exhibLts and rotating displays, providing appropriate programming, etc.

At present a gap in attitude exists among t:;ose staff who feel that young

adults should have differential services and those who do not. \

4. Another service gap identified is the provision of services to potential

young adult users and the attempt to serve a population more representative

of all young adults. This task is much more difficult since it requires a

commitment to seeking out the potential user by a vigorous outreach program.

However, one population already identified and superficially contacted are the

students and teachers of the downtown alte ,L,.ve educational programs.

Some of the statements of library need from teachers and representatives of these



programs have already been presented elsewhere in this report. Without being

specific, what is evident is that these educational programs have limited

or no library resources of their own, and that real and potential needs require

Central to become more involved in a formalized manner in contacting these

various programs to better identify needs that can be served by Central's

resources.

Springing from the four lacks just discussed are specific gaps and inadequacies

which will be organized by the categories of materials (acquisition and organi-

zation), services, and facilities.

Materials

1. The primary lack in the prcr:ision of materials is with the high-in-demand/

high loss rate items. Rock music is but one example. The high rate of loss

is proof of the great demand for this music, but. it does create control problems.

It is-worthwhile making-special efforts to find solutions, 'for the library

that claims to serve young adults while excluding their favOrite music lacks

credibility.

2. A lack in high interest/low level material, both fiction and non-fiction,

has also been identified.

3, A lack exists i provision, organization and dissemination of various

kinds of crisis, information and information about local services .sueh as

vocational and educational programs for high school dropouts, contraception

information, recreational and leisure time activities, etc.

4. The organization and v of recreational-related materials, including

A/V materials, is one of the most serious gaps at present. The collection is

-cl3-
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probably adequate, but access to it is blocked by barriers that discourage present

use and do little to promote additional use.

Services

Since there are at present no special services or programs directed to

young adults, the following lacks are considered to be the most important:

1. inadequate directional and instructional aids.

2. inconsistent level of reference service provided for school assignments.

3. inadequate readers advisory service.

4. non-existent outreach service from Central. However, an informal school

visiting program and other outreach efforts are in operation from some

community libraries and from Extention.

5. lack of Y/A programming, both informational and recreational.

Facilita

1. Teen/fiction area lacks sufficient space to have the needed displays and

exhibits. It also laCks atmosphere, design, and color that is directed to

young adult tastes.

2. Oa occasion, sufficient working space is lacking in some divisions.

3. The equipment necessary for 8 mm magnetic film viewing is currently lacking.

4. A possible shortage of record players and cassette recorders and typewriters

should be investigated. In the case of record players/cassette recorders,

there may be a sufficient number of them throughout the library, but their

placement may be inappropriate.

5. A separate area suitable for small group discussion among tutors and tutees

or small_ groups of young adults is lacking.

101



All of the above lacks, gaps, and inadequacies point to the need for

someone to take responsibility for Y/A services in Central. This researcher

strongly believes that the,lack of suen a staff person is the most serious lack.

What are some of the potential solutions to the present inadequacies and lacid?

The final chapter addresses this question.

Ci



VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION

The recommendations included in this final chapter are directly related to the

lacks and inadequacies identified in the previous chapter. These recommendations

are for the most part based on a compilation of data from several sources. For

the few cases where onlytone source -1upplied the content for the recommendation,

a note will be made to indicate the source. Naturally, available funding consider-

ations will influence future planning decisions for YA services in Central. With

that reality in mind, this researcher has attempted to present recommendations for

a minimum level and optimum level of YA services. Most all the minimum level

recommendations might be able to be implemented or partially implemented without .

an increase in present staff; however, if existing staff are able to take on extra

responsibilities. Implementation of ptimum level recommendations would certainly

require an additional staff person.

As a background to the recommendations, this researcher wishes co emphasize that

it is imperative to identify and formalize goals and objectives for YA services

not only in Central, but also how YA services in Central relate to the entire

library system. A systems approach is absolutely necessary so that the following

potenti'al problems will not become real ones:

- lack of knowledge regarding youth needs
- unintentional failure to address youth needs
- duplication of cervices
- misplaced emphasis on programs
- inability to assess relative progress or failure
- inequitable availability

Certainly, the YA consultant has the responsibility to be involved in this kind of

system planning. No doubt, the findings that will result from the upcoming community

analysis study that is being planned by the branch administration will provide some

useful data about young adult needs and a-readv exinting renourcen. Central's

E.
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planning should take all such data into consideration.

As part of the systems approach, Central and all its units must become part of

the various community agencies' boards and committees so that future planning and

services for young adults can benefit from the resources and expertise of other

agencies dedicated to serving young adults. A case in point is the Rochester-

Monroe County Youth Bureau, which carries out yearly youth needs assessments and

surveys of resources available to young adults and provides planning information ibout

various demographic and socio/economic indicators for all CAM districts in Rochester

and towns in Monroe County. RPL/MCLS should be directly represented on the various

city/county planning committees that are part of this agency. Reciprocal gains

could be anticipated from such involvement.

Of course, if attention shall be d, voted to identifying the goals and objectives

of YA services in Central, the overz.11 publif. service goals of Central and MCLS

will play a part in this process. For example, is part of Central's purpose the

canmunication of information? if so; this kind of commitment would imply an active

YA services role with outreach and promotional work inside anLoatEL4t the library

to encourage more usa of Central by young adults.

-7-Creating a YA services policy will also depend on the role that Central wishes to

take regarding the provision of services for both functions of young adult work:

* Of the three reports of local youth studies that involved surveys of resources
and assessments of needs, not one mentioned the library as a resource for young
adults! This researcher feels that one of the reasons the library is not included
in such studies is that it has no publicly Visible formalized direction or commitment
to young adult services, especially outreach. Certainly, someof MCLS's units hive
built pp form 1,ized community contacts regarding youth services, but there is no
overall coordination in this regard. The \library's commitment to young adult services
is just not visible enough to the community.

,
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that is, serving the school-related reference needs and the recreational and

personal interest needs of young adults. This researcher strongly believes that

Central cannot serve as only a reference/back-up library for young adult school-

related needs. Even though this is the major reason feir which theTuse Central,

there exists a significant number of young adults (largely younger teens) who

also or exclusively use Centra:!..:to meet their personal.interest-and recreational

needs. Certaihly a.L1 of the literature examined' and the guidelines and objectives

recommended by state and national library associations advocate this role.

Other data to subscantiate this need are the findings of the secondary school

survey that show that young adults are readers.* Ninety-one per cent said they

read for pleasure; 58%

a week and 40% checked

readint, is- considered,

checked that they read a book for, pleasure

"less, than weekly". However, when magazine

at least once

and newspaper

the pecentages are much higher for weekly marling..

more, they indicated that they prefer fiction books of various types although the

older teens showed more interest in non-fiction, Of those who responded to the

question asking them if they'd use a 15brary'to obtain the material/information

they need, 68% said that they would use a library to obtain the fiction books they

Want. Non-fiction hooks are also very popular, and almost the same percentage of

respondent's indicated they .would use a library to obtain the desired non-:fiction

material.

* Also,)confinming this finding are studies referred to by Margaret Marshall (see
"References Cited") that Show that, although teenage use of public libraries is
low, the rate of reading as a leisure-time activity is high. However, they are
mostly reading materials such as magazines, newspapers, and store-bought paPer-
back best-sellers.

CO
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If thlis function of YA services is to be acknowledged and implemented into a.

services policy, as this researcher has already stated she feels it should be,

then the following recommendations for Central are felt to be absolutely essential

to carry out this function as well as the school-related function. The recommenda-

tions will be restricted to what is applicable to Central. When pertinent YA

service recommendations'are identifiea that are felt to be important, but outside

of Centrul's,scope, reference to community libraries will be made.
0,

1. Staff training is absolutely necessary to raise thekcynsciousness of those st, 7f

members who do not see the need for differential services, as well as 'provide \fl

practical training for selection of materials, reference interview techniques, etc.

for all staff members. As part of their ecommendations for how ie useful experiences

galned from the LSCA-funded, California Young Adult Project (YAP) could be implemented

within other public libraries was the recommendation for professional, Taraprofes-,

sional, and clerical training".* The training recommended centered on attitude cla:-

rification, philosophy, and practical aspects of YA work. They stated:

"aIn essence, we are advocating strong training progranis which will help
library employees understand their young adult public. Programs which will
su,,gest and encovrage staff to change or adapt themselves, to relax, to make
young adults feel welcome, to temner discipline with good nature, to help
tell the difference between teena,;e exuberance' and willful disturbance. Such
programs require open minds, demaid that we strip off our cultural filters,
see ourselves as others wee us, aad respond to that individual we call ;oung
adult." 34

* This article 'tains much useful and fairly detailed informationregarding
techniques for .aff training.

-19-
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Staff training'i recommended by almost 411 sources found in the -literature search

and byseveral of the MCLS consultants. he former director of RPL also supports

the need for staff training. He said that especially because of the history of

young adult work here in Central, 4which has been largely a failure , that many

of the staff may have developed certain uneasy attitudes, or have formad certain

misconceptions about it. Of all the public service staff questioned, the majority

saw the need for staff training and expressed their willingnes.; to participate in

such training. Some however, were quite specific in expressing concern for having

an effectivq, quality training program that would be designed with a built-in

evaluation system.

2. Materials -Minimum: --Restock high- in- demand/high loss rate items in all

divisions and make such items visible and i.-..:cessiblet:Xnot in the stacks.' ).Since

control of these items is basically a security problem, individual divisions with

administrative support Should put renewed effort into providing temporary

solutions.

--Each divisic.n should carefully evaluate its lower reading/

comprehension level material to determine which subject areas are not represented

by such material, and might need to be purchased.

--Each division should carefully assess its A/V holdings

tb'determine what items are particularly relevant to young adult requests, and

keep this group in mind when pu,chasinenew A/Vomaterial.

7
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--Local information of particular interest to young adults

should he collected, displayed, and disseminated preferrably from one'lOcation in

Central, such as on a large attractive bulletin board. (Near or in'teen fiction

center??)

--Teen fiction collection should be weeded and the collec-

Lion re-organized and supplemented with duplicates of some popular-with-teens adult

fiction titles, as well as rotating displays of non-fiction titles of interest to

young adults. The assistance of the young adult consultant will be required. The

objective 1.6 to make the materials there more representative of the interests of

all young adults and tc, provide a focal point where they might browse new titles

that may lead them to the entire coliectjon for their personal interest needs.

Adslitional magazines and newspapers of particular interest to teens that are current-

ly in the various divisions might be housed there. This option should be explored

further.

Optimum: All of the above plus

--Purchase more' new teen fiction titles and duplicates of

adult fiction that is recommended YA. Even if thes'e materials 'cannot, due to

space limitations, be shelved in the YA teen fiction area, highlight this new

material by creating rotating displays in a browsing area. A planning/policy

decision is required as to how comprehensive the YA fiction collection will be;

but irregardless, the intent is regularly highlight and promote a, selection of

the collection.

--Utilize if possible the space 'which currently 'houses

Literature's periodicals for additional shelving; if,necessary, but primarily for

attractive displays, exhibit!:, a YA bulletin board, and perhaps even two or three
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"wet" carrels that could be usedrfor additional study space or a listening post

for music or spoken-word recordings. Other methods of Pros ding this listening

capacity, besides what is currently available in RFAC, should be explored. The

capacity for filmstrips and 8mm magne-Hc film viewing also should be explored for

use in this area. The use of these media in nr,tating exhibits should be encouraged

as a means of promoting the collection.

3. In House Services - Minimum:

-- Design large floor plan signs to be prominantly located

in the outer lobby and central lobby: improve the instructions for card catalog

use and locate in other strategic areas besides on the wall behind the card catalog

(perhaps on the front end of the card catalog); produce an A/V presentation (video

or slide /tape) for a general orientation to the resources of Central which would

highlight all the divisions and give brief introduction on how to use the library.

A more detailed program on library skills/research skills may be desired.

--Prepare handouts for student (or any other user) use that

explain how to find information (search strategy) for term papers and explain

the use of commonly used periodical indexes, such as the Reader's Guide, N.Y.

Times index. Biop.r.Anhv Index etc.-5

--Prepare "pathfinders" (i.e., brief, concise guide to

locating, information on a particular topic, usually indicating subject

-4-6f course Personal assistance is desired to guide young adults in the use of
library tools, but for those who don't ask and for those who ask but adequate

time is unavailable, printed guidance is desirable.

-10.-
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headings to use for card catalog search and suggesting other reference material

to use) for popular topics or for new or elusive subjects for which information

may not be available in standard sources or accessible formats.

--Prepare an 8mm magnetic film catalog

16mm film catalog and any other A/V catalogs (videocassettes,

visible locations at the card catalog. Like phone directories

and locate it, the

etc.) in prominently

in telephone booths,

they will probably have to be secured to a surface. The intent is to integrate in

one central place the access points to the print and non-print materials and

thereby promote their use.

- -Determine and officially adopt and implement a policy

of reference service for schwl.assignments..
/1.Wf

in providing readers

- -Have public service staff take a more active role

advisory services, especially when young adults don't ask

for help but non-verbally communicate the need for assistance.

ti

--Offer and publicize Saturday afternoon film programs

geared to Y/A interests. Explore the best time and

kinds of programming, particularly, job and career

crafts/hobbies programming.

center

make arrangements for other

information programming and

--Act as a clearinghouse and dissemination of information

for all local job information (training and opportunities) for young

adults. In part, this function is already being accomplished; however, what may

be necessary is repackaging the information already available, publicizing in

schools and youth centers, and developing programming that is specifically directed

to young adults.

1o31 1 0



Optimum: All of the above plus

--Offer library skills workshop or pre - arranged informal

library instruction to small groups,

--Promote a service for preparation of specialized biblio-

graphies or pathfinders upon request for teachers, ,

--Offer during peak periods (Thanksgiving vacation, spring

recess, some Saturdays) additional guidance by having a term paper clinic or other

suitable service to students.

--Sponsor and prepare a taped message for the telephone that

announces cur::ent recreational and leisure-time activities and happenings of interest

to young adults.

4. Facilities - ninimum:

--Provision of additional tables and chairs and/or study

--carrels_in_the_central_lebbv or second floor hallways or lobby or?

be considered.

--An additional typewriter (or a better typewriter) should

--Provision of an 8mm magnetic film projector in RAVD for

in-house viewing purposes.

* The director of the Rochester-Monroe County Youth PUreau revealed the critical
need for such a service.

1
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--Teen fiction area should be "jazzed up" to make it visually

attractive and enticing to young adults. Purchase of carpet and large pillows

(remove chairs); adding color and texture to the decor with posters; brightly paint-

ed walls, mobiles, etc. would greatly enchance an atmosphere appealing to young

adults.

Optimum:

- -Some kind of provision for A/V recreational-related

materials use in or near the teen fiction area, such as "wet" carrels in the hall-

way to the teen fiction collection.

--Additional space should be provided to enlarge the present

teen fiction area, such as the entrance way where Literature current.L, ,elves

periodicals, in order to have sufficient space for displays and exhibits.

- -A separate teen lounge area located somehwere else in the

library would, of course, be ideal for it could house a larger Y/A collection,

offer A/V materials use, and provide additional study/work space all in one place.

However, this researcher is not convinced of the absolute need for such a lounge

at present. Evaluation and-additional mou±torin of-how young-adults-use-a modified,

"jazzed .ap" area would Le necessary before deciding on the creation of a teen lounge.

- -Provision of a separate area or room for small group dis-

cussion ir,d work space.



5. Outreach Services

.Outreach services V.young adults are based on an important philosophy of library

service and require a commitment that once begun must be continued. This researcher

is using the term "cutreach services" in a very broad sense to include school visit-

ing; regular communication with school representatives; membership on or ad-hoc in-

volvement with various committees of community organizations involved in the youth

services delivery system; and active public relations efforts dedicated to having the

library represented and promoted at appropriate locations and events (e.g., school,

.fairs, youth multi-service centers, institutions serving special groups--incarcerated

and handicapped-- etc.). The precedent for outreach services in Central has been

successfully well established, so the provision of these services to young adults

does not depart from any policy or lack of policy. Some community libraries have

been offering outreach services to schools and youth organizations for some time,

but this has not been the case in Central in the more recent past, at least. A par-

ticularly important statement has been chosen to express the basic idea and signi-

ficance of providing outreach to young adults:

"As institutions grow and numbers increase, as budgets expand and
machines enter the field, it is all too easy to lose sight of the
very reason for libraries. All the information, books, films,
records, etc. are superfluous if people don't use them. The slogan
'Libraries to the people' needs to be a way of life... Libraries
serve individuals, human beings who need attention, want response,
and recognition of special needs. Outreach Programs try to do this...
they try to humanize the institution, make it listen, make it act.
make it real... Outreach to teens means going out and finding the
young person, treating him/her like a responsible human being; not
trying to fit them into a mold... It means a lessening and drop-
ping of the barriers that have kept them away." 35

a

Minimum;

--Function similar to a school library for the students and

teachers of School Without Walls. This might involve attending occasional faculty

meetings, giving or arranging book-talks, leading, workshops on library research*, etc.

A part -time faculty person had taught their library skills class, but due tobudget shortages this position was eliminated over two years ago.



The intent is to establish effective, regular communication with the students and

teachers of this school.

--Establish effective, regular communication with the

librarian and teachers at Interim J , High and with teachers or appropriate repre-

sentatives of the other downtown alternative educational programs that have

previously been identified in this report. Through contacts, assess the information

and library needs of these young adults and their teachers. The provision of needed

services might mean the taking of these services into the schools, or it may require

deposit of small collections in some of these locations.

--Consider for preparation a pamphlet such as "Partners

in Education"* to be distrilJuted widely throughout the secondary school systems in

Monroe County and perhaps othercounties in the Pioneer Library.System, that will

present the reciprocal reF..)onsibilities of public libraries (especially Central)

and schools in meeting the library needs of students. The intent is to orient the

teachers to Central, so that the problems caused by mass school assignments (which

causes problems for community libraries also) and unannounced classes or large groups

dropping in to use Central will be lessened. The distribution of this kind of pam-

phlet could be formalized through yearly mail-outs from Cearel or from community

libraries. Such an endeavor may not remedy all the problems, but it will certainly

publicize RPL/MCLS's concern and interest in students and the educational process.

4- See p.46 in the Appendix.
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--Establish representation and/or communication with a

variety of types of local youth agencies, such as the Rochester-Monroe County

Youth Bureau, and with information and referral services dedicated to teen needs,

so that nn awareness of youth needs and services is maintained. Not to be over-

looked are the agencies serving special groups, such as the physically handicapped

and incarcerated young adults. The intent is to be visible to the community and

vice-versa. This responsibility belongs primarily to the young adult consultant,

but each member unit has an obligation to keep contact open with the local youth

service organizations in their service area. Central's service area, the downtown/

inner -loop area, contains-more youth service organizations, or at least their head

offices, than any other area in the county.

Cptimum:

--Become involvrid in the effort of the Rochester-Monroe

County Youth Bureau to develop a youth information system.. This kind of system is

currently concerned with collection of data on youth needs and on current resources,

and with the development of a mechanism for collection, storage and dissemination

of the information.

--Explore the possibility of UIC developing a Youth

Services directory that would improve on the one currently available by being

one designed for young adults to use, and not just intended for agency use. Many

excellent examples of directories developed by other libraries are available for

-----uongarisorr-to-the local-c. rectory
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Obviously, the carrying out of these minimum-level recommendations,would require

additional responsibilities for division staff, certain programs like JIC and UIC,

the YA consultant, Extension Department, etc. This researcher feels that with effec-

tive staff training such additional functions are possible to be handled in a limited

manner. Not to be forgotten, are young adults themselves. Central needs to cultivate

their involvement in any planning process*, and one obvious way to carry out some

of these recommended actions is with their help. For example, young adults could

be trained as tour guides for Central, they could assist in programming, publicity,

selection of materials, provision of services to other groups, such as senior

citizens, etc. Their involvement could be volunteer or monetarily compensated by

such training/employment programs as C.E.T.A. or local ones spo7lscr:1 by the _cut }:

Bureau, CYO, etc. Further exploration of how to utilize and compensate young adult

labor in the library should be carried out. However, without a specific person to

coordinate and oversee the implementation of some of these recommended actios, this

researcher seriously doubts if the necessary commitment and followthrough will

occur. And it is impossible to implement the "optimum" recommended actions vtithout

a separate staff person.

Several creative ideas fc.: a Y A specialist/ombudsman/librarian have been presented

elsewhere (Chapter VI) in this report, and this researcher would like to Imsent at

this point her suggestion for what might be possible.

To implement these recommended actions, it is necessary, at minimum, to have a part-

time staff person, and at optimum, a full-time staff person dedicated to young

* This researcher found the comments of the high school pages to be very insightful.



adult services. This person need not be a professional librarian but must be

someone with enthusiastic inte/t and successful past experience working with

young adults. Although knowledge of Y/A literature and A/V technology acid skills

would be preferrable, these skills could be acquired through on-the,-job training.

More important is the appropriate personality, interest in young adults, and

communicative skills that would enhance aggressive and effective outreach efforts,

for this researcher feels that a concerted outreach campaign, particularly directed

at the downtown alternative educational programs, is basic to the future success

of a young adult services program in Central.

After weeding, re-organization and "jazzing up" of the teen fiction area-- which

would need to be renamed if non-fiction materials are co be displayed there-- the

young adult specialist's du.s.iLL, would involve about 30% outreach; 30% inside pro-

motion of Y/A recreational and personal interest reading/browsing area by creating

monthly rotating displays, maintaining the Y/A Bulletin Board, providing readers'

advisory services, arranging recreational and informational programming specifically

for young adults; 20% acqu'il-in of YA materials and locally produced crisis and

personal interest information ; 20%* reference assistance to young adults

primarily, but of course, requests from all users would be honored. Part of pro-.

viding reference assistance would involve the preparation, of both printed and A/V

instructional aids for student use. Some of these might be prepared by division

staff and some by the Y/A specialist.

The amount of time devoted to providing school-related assistance might neces-
sarily increase during. peak periods of Y/A use of Central.
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A physical location serve as focal pOint would be necessary for this person.

Both this researcher and the YA consultant feel that a small desk stationed at

the corner next to the card registration counter would be a prime location, since

it would allnw the person to oversee the recreational-personal interest reading

area, while still being centrally located, so that the YA specialist would be

;

visible to young adults, and ycung adults at the card catalog in need of'a.ssistance.

would be visible to the YA specialist. The intent of the desk or st tion is not

to restrict the person's mobility, but rather to provide a visibl, location/service

that, hopefully, would promote use of the recreational/persoral-interest area and

would demonstrate to young adults that Central cares. about` them and acknowledges

their needs. In fact,. this person should be encouraged to move freely around

Central, taking some young adults (or any'user who asks or otherwise communicates

a need for assistance) to the divisions,"the card catalog, etc..

One final comment regarding evaluation is necessary. Especially for the introduction

of a "new" service, such as has been recommended, feedback and evaluation mechanismS

must be designed into the service from the beginning. This researcher feels that

Central must attempt a YA services program, whether based on all or part or ,./ther

recommended actions that have been suggested in this report, or might arise as a

result of interpreting and discussing this report. However, it is not recommended

that a YA services program at Central be established in a vacuum-- it must be

carefully planned from a systems approach, and be regularly evaluated and re-designed

of npre53n;:ry,
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STAFF, IVTERVIEW

Division
Date

I. Composition of YA Users

1. Who are they?

Age Race Ethnic origin

2. Do you have any feeling about front where they come?

Predominately from immediate neighborhood?

High school referrals from in and outside Rochester?
Branch and/or town r,7ferrals?'

What percentage of total users?

L. Any increase or \decrease in YA's since closing of Teen Lo
)
unge'?

Information-seeking Behavior of YA- -Users

1. How do they use your division?

2. Do they frequently ask for assistance?

\-"\

3. What kinds of subjects do they ask for information about?

4. Can you and yOur resources usually meet their reqUests?
^am

TTT Services to YA U.sers

1. Do you treat YA's differently than any other user?

2. .Do.you e::_perience any problems or difficulties in serving YA's?

3. Do'you offer.any special services for YA users? For example,
more detailed reade-rs advisory or reference help with school-related
activities.
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4. If their information need falls outside the domain of your division,
do you and your staff refer YA users to other divisions of the
library or do you try to personally help them by, for example,
calling to the relevant division or by personally taking them
there, etc.?

5. Have you ever (and how frequently) referred YA users to the teen
center's fiction collection?

6. How could your division improve its service to young adults, if at all?

7. Do you feel the present 4rraneement is adequate to meet the total
informational needs of young adults? If not, why?

8. What kind of services or programs in the Central Library do you feel
would be most beneficial to meet the informational needs of YA
users? Should the various types and levels of information need
affect general service policy?

9. What inter-relationships should there be among various Central library
units in the provision of YA materials, services and programs?

10. Who is your YA representative?

. r

C

11. To what extent does your rep. or other division staff, participate
or attend YA meetings?

7--
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IV. Acquisition Procedures

1. What is your selection and ordering procedures for young adult
niaterials? Are non-pring media included in your selection
procedures? Is there a distinction made in your budget
categories for YA material?

2. Do you feel that your present collection is adequate to meet the
needs of young adults? if not, what are the weaknesses?

`a V. Miscellaneous Comments

Do you have any other comments you would like to offer regarding young
adul-zs, their needs, their library behavior, services or resources

for them, etc. Particularly, comments about the function of the
branches regarding YA services, Central library's inter-relationship
with branches, the responsibilitie's of both, etc.

, ..._ 3- 12,1



ALTERNATIVE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
FOR YOUNG ADULTS IN THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

The following chart was prepared from information obtained by phone interviews
with schools and youth organizations having an educational component. The
purpose of these interviews was to learn about the-number of students served
by these programs, the focus of their curriculum, and the existence of a library
and/or librarian supporting these programs.

For the purpose of generating a list of organizations and schools to telephone,
"alternative educational program" is defined as those schools or organizations
outside the City School District's regular junior and senior high schools that
offer courses leading to high school equivalency, a general education diploma
(G.E.D.), other types of high school diplomas, or courses for credit that are
accepted by regular city high schools.Although t..e initial objective was
to include only those schools and organizations in the Central Business District
(roughly enuivalent to the Inner Loop area) whose closest public library would
be Central, two exceptions are included -- Neighborhood Street Academy and the
Center for Youth Services -- since representatives from both of these organiza-
tions indicated that both their staff and students make use of Central*.

In general, providing service to young adults up to the age of 18 was taken as
the cut-off age for including the organization in the list, however one excention
was made Rochester Career Skills Center (formerly Rochester rannower Skills
Center) -- since they accepted anyone aged 18 and up with or without a high
school diploma. School Without Walls and Interim Jr. High were included because
of the alternative nature of their programs and because of their close vicinity
to Central.

( SEE CHART)

* The director of the Center for Youth Services told me that they also
make use of Monroe Branch, as it is closer to them.



-- ALTERNATIVE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR

YOUNG ADULTS IN CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT AREA

School/Name of Program Address # of Students Served Curriculum existence of library and/or librarian

*UPWARD BOUND 40 West Main 80 - 100 basic educ.

and

remedial skills

small library/no librarian

URBAN LEAGUE 40 West Main. 50 basic educ., no
*Project Educational

remedial skills

Re-Entry

*OPERATION YOUNG ADULT 80 South St. 100 basic educ. and small fiction collection/

(Roch. City School vocational educ. no librarian
Distr.)

* WORLD OF WORK 80 South St. 138 basic educ. and No, but have access to Opera-

( Roch. City School voc. on-the-job tion Young Adult's library

Distr.) training

THRESHOLD 115 S. Clinton 80 - 100

SCHOOL. WITHOUT WALLS 40 W. Main St, 170

basic educ. and

life skills courses

small library/no librarian

basic educ. and no

independent studies

on a variety of

topics

INTERIM jR. HIGH 85 Adams St. 450 basic educ. and small library/ one librarian

student interests

projects

126 * see next page



School /Name of Program

-- ALTERNATIVE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR

YOUNG ADULTS IN CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT AREA --

Address # of Students Served Curriculum existence of library and/or librariar

*NEIGHBORHOOD ST. ACADEMY 316 Bay St. 100

(PLch. City School

Dis'cr.)

*

NYS equivalency yes (media center) and RPL

station collection/ no librarian

120 Franklin St. 60 - 75 high school enuiva- small lib./ 2 part time librarians

(17 and 18 yr. 'olds) lency, college pre-

paration

* ROCHESTER CAREER 242 W. Main 100 135

SKILLS CENTER (Rock.

City School Distr.)

basic educ. and

vocational educ.

small library/no librarian

CENTER FOR YOUTH 258 Alexander St. 120 - 150 educational courses small library/no librarian.

SERVICES t two satellites offered for credit,

in eastern and but no degree or

western part of equiv. program

the county

* Program chiefly for educationally disadvantaged young people, school drop-outs, or young people considered

"problems" in the City Public Schools (frequently equivalent to economicolly and socially disadvantaged.)
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DIVISION:

I

TATT-ERNS OF iNrORMATION REQUESTS........

DATE: YOUNG,ADULT STUDY

'one inquiries

Total number of
in-person inquiries

IV V

Hour
Qucntion
Posed

Type of Infor-
mation Desired

(-)

4
U

W
5-4

Pbility to
Meet Renuw,ts

4.)
rr,' ri 04, ..,.-1 4, .--1 4-'
04 V 4../ CL) _p. c)
0 0 54 (I) (3C)
1:5 "... M 7-C< a4

eferred
To

I

u
>

0
O(

VI VII VIII

Referred Branch/
From Town

Head-Count

0
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ROCIIFSTER rvwx LIBRARY

No QUESTIONNAIRE

The Rochester Public Library 0 cond,:ctinl a survcy of library users between
the ages of 10 to 20. Tice infornmrion you, provide us- will be used to help plan
improved cervi:es to tccra;:ers. Please take a few minutes to fill out this
clue/A-Ito:n:4.re Y.,;7 nr- ' THANK YOU VERY Imrill!!

1. HAVE YOU ALREADY FILLFD OUT CNE nc THESE WEST1ONNAIRE;? ,YES

2. CIRCLE YOUR AGE. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

3. ARE YOU A STUDENT? YES NO 4. SEX: MALE

5. IF A STUDENT, CHECK LEVEL AND WRIT:: NAME OE SCiOOL.

grades 5-6

grade: 7-9

grades 10-12

technc-a/vocational

local community collcze ,

4 year college e:
university

NAM% OF SCHOOL

NO

FEMALE

6. IF YOU -ARE mi. A STUNT, DO YOU HAVE A PAYING JOB? YES NO

7. IN WHICH CITY,.TO%M Oa VILLAGE DO YOU LIVE?

8. IF YOU LIVE IN THE CITY OF ROCHESTER, WHAT IS YOUR ZIP CODE?

9. HOW OFTEN DO YOU cenE 10 THISLIBRARY? daily several times per week

-once a week several times per month once a month or less once a year
my first tine

10. DO YOU EV2R TztErHo::e THIS LIBRARY rOR INFORMATION?
have never done NO occasionally. frequently__

11. IF YOU USE OTHER LIBRARIES BESIDES THIS ONE, CHECK HOW OFTEN YOU USE ITEM.

'nether public
library

school library

business /industrial
library

college library

Daily Once a week or more Once a month or more Once a, year or more

12, WHAT WAS YOUR REASON FO:1 OCMING TO THIS LIBRARY TODAY? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

find school related material to take hone

find recreational material to take home

return material

listen to records or tapes

browse or read

take notes front library material.

look for the auf,4cr to a e13esiioa

stAdy, erfw my hooks

u;.:0 u!!ftr,-):,,r..)__
nee:: frir-t': .:

uth7r
f;!Nt.!

13. WH7 TrAN (CilEiL:K ALL

to be cl..,,est to this til.r.lry

for

v.,r; 1:or .1 ;,,,ti..t.e for my neadr.

: : ic
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14, VBIATJABRKBY MAlERIALS LID YOU uSi IN Tr.:: 1.17.my 7m7.1Ar (CC: P,LL_THAT APPL)

materials that can be checked'ont can't.: or johaterial

indexes to magazines and newspapers card catalog

encyclopedias recs:?.s or &Julio tapes

_TA "in filn, filmstrips or video

other, lint

_magazines or newspapers

microform reader

picture:, or prints

college c.taiogS

15. WHICH DIVISIO:Z 07 THIS L1BRAR?

rcience & Technology

Businet.s & Social Sciences

1ducation, Religion & Psychnlogy

Liter.tturt:I.

Sports

Tcen Fiction Centsr

IniornaLlon Sorvicen (includes
front lobby Infort.ztion Desk)

16: DID 700 ".ET !MA4 YOU CAN'. FOR? YES

17. IF "U0" OR "PARTIALLY" CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

no library matcrials used

DID YOU USC TODAY (CHEC): ALL MAT APPL':")

Hisiory & Travel

Local History

Mt
7.c-cord library

Children's Room

Audio Visual Ceec:ty..(filn-s,

Job Information.Ceocr

NO

material wanted wa not in space
wugazineg wanted not owned by librzry

Material ::-.7zilsble too complicatCd for me

books wanted not listed in card catalog

library too confusIng, couldn't find material
other, give reason

18. DID YOU ASK A LIBRARIAN ICR HELP? .,YES NO

19. HOc HELFFUL !:AS THE LTBRARIAN? VERY MODERATELY BARELY NOT AT ALL

PAFFIALL?___

or eel:int:N.'. cveteroded

library stuff nor helpful enou7.h

catalcw and indexer too coafusig

20. BASED ON YOUR PAST I;OULD YoU RATE'. THIS LIEF2.RY F('R

library staff are friandly,tunderrtanding
and iocerested in nelpinE,

convenient hoer

single procadn7er for cllotking out
and returning 7,aterialc

pleasing encl co:Ifertable annonphere

sufficient cad directions

enough available:materisl at ne right
reading leVel for my necds

Excellent

1

Good Fair Poor Dort!t Know= =
7--

21. WAT Si' OR TC2ICS HAVE YOU DISCOvERKr. THAI: I& DON'T NAVE ENC.OGN'

22. EM 1:-:r CZTAUT U0 'ICC FTATTI'E,:TS ARE ), IliTS

Very 1:n:lortant important
Tee,-'r need a separate area in this
litrnry With ba.0,s nod 7-mtcrial fer Chair
cellool a recs...ivoinf o,,d,.

Tetns 1,,ve oa,ticcial por.,0a co
t,

:roraor. o: inr-cs:!r
(li%e II! .- ne^dee Zs

Al!
, -

aware of *,-Int.'s zvnilzbie .nd

1%.trnnli i.nssIctfon ii Iwciod 1
of 1 f .:% (I

iip!oxvr) ano ho-1 to A.

r. 1 NoVim c,-!!: To '

7s, ,' . .. 1)

Cl

/ A1 9

:oz

ED CI!
LJ

C:11

,

L.
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YOUNG ADULT SURVEY
NOVEMBER 21 - DECEMBER 3, 1977

I. Introduction

This survey was planned to meet one of the study's objectives: determining
the young adult usage of Central and learning more about their characteristics
and library behavior. It was developed to obtain snecific information about
young adult users of Central: demographic information (age, sex, student/
employment status, location of residence); frequency of use of Central and other
libraries; reasons fOr_using Central; materials and divisions used; degree of sa-
tisfaction with facilities, services, materials, and staff; and expectations
held by young adults regarding Central's services to them. In order to obtain
this information, a survey design and cuestionnaire r developed. Additional de-
sired information about young adult users of Central will be obtained by random
interviews with them.

II. Methodology

The choice of a survey with a self-administered questionnaire as the data collection
method was chosen as the best means with limited staff to obtain the desired in-
formation from a large nuMber of respondents. Of course, the self-administered
questionnaire has its relative strengths and weaknessess; the primary weakness
being the inability to monitor the responses, thus increasing the chance of restcnse
error. However, it was felt that the survey population would be large enough to
counteract this weakness. As it turned out, the sample population became the total
young adult users population as it existed during the eleven day period,-44)
every young person between the ages of 10 to 20 who entered,Central being asked
to complete the questionnaire. The choice of this age range was made to purpose-
fully be as broad as possible in order to find out more about the 5th and 6th grade
users and the college age users of Central. More information about these two groups

was desired in order te-comment about another objective of the study -- i.e.,

arrive at a definiion of young adult -- and to cotment on the use of Central made
by preteens. The choice of survey dates was based on the researcher's intent to
survey the young aeult library users during a peak time for their use of the library

It'was felt that a peak time use period would provide more respondents and would
better test the library's ability to meet young adultdemands on the matera15 a
services. The Thanksgiving vacation week (Nov. 21 - Nov. 26 = 5 day week),;f011owing

(Nov. 28 - Dec. 3 = 6 day week) were chosen based on the recommendations of four
division heads. Even though only one day of the Thanksgiving week -- with the
exception of Thanksgiving Day, which was a library holiday, of course -- was an
official vacation day, a significant difference in young adult usage occured which
will bediscussed.later in the findings section.

Once the survey design was established, a cuestionnaire was developed. Numerous
examples of questionnaires administered in library use studies were examined, as

was the Tesearcher's own check list of necessary information to obtain consulted.
The restOting questionnaire was submitted to four RPL staff members for critical

reactions, and based on their comments a revision was made. This revised ctestion:-

naire was pre-tested on 21 young adults, whose comments influenced another minor

revision.,

:3
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Two survey assistants were trained on the procedures of distributing the question-
naire and other matters related to the survey effort. Specific duties were formu-
lated for the person(s) on duty at the front door as well as the nerson assigned
to circulate around Central as a visible reminder to complete the questionnaire
and as a resource person to provide assistance in completing the questionnaire if
requested.*

The method of implementing the survey was chosen to actively involve all survey
workers, and thus hopefully increase the return rate of completed questionnaires.
The physical arrangement was a table and chair stationed just inside the front
door in the outer lobby so that all incoming users could he seen and questioned to
determine their eligib:lity as potential respondents. Everyone, who appeared to be
between the ages of 10 to 20 was asked to complete a questionnaire, even if they
had completed one on a prior visit.**

Unless it was immediately obvious, all notential respondents were asked if they
were between the ages of 10 to 20. The survey was conducted without any problems for
the eleven day period.

Before the findings are discussed a brief explanation of data analysis methodology
is necessary.

Processing, tabulating and analysis of the questionnaires required about six weeks.
With the help of one assistant, the questionnaires were tabulated in seven s',.udent
and non/student groupings for each day of the study. Daily and weekly totals were
derived, which made the subsequent analysis and report of findings possible. All
percentages were rounded off to the nearest percent, so some of the totals nay be
slightly more than 100%.

.; ttL1., LS.
The use of "respondent;' in this report refers to a young adult whose completed
questionnaire

Aano analyzed for this reports

For the most part, each question from the questionnaire will be discussed in the
"Findings" section from the level of the gross total for all groupings for all days,
the gross total for one week compared to another , total for one student/non-student
grouping compared to another, and the totals of the student/non-student groupings
compared by one week to another.

* Five requests for assistance in completing the questionnaire were encountered.
* As is usual in library use studies, each visit to a library is considered to be
unique, so even though the young person mavThave already completed a questionnaire,
his or her subsequent visits were ccnsidered unique and therefore required the fil-
ling out of another questionnaire. El ( 7 %-) actually filled out another question-
naire, while 201 ( ly %) refused to fill out another questionnaire.

1:3 ;



QUESTIONNAIRE
Young Adult Study

MCLS Member Libraries

I. Staffing and Physical Facilities

1.Does your library have a young adult specialist? Full
time or part time? If the Y/A specialist has shared,
responsibilities with other age levels, specify

2.Does your library have a separate rocm or section of a room speci-
fically planned for Y/A use?

3.Does your library have a separate room for programming?
If not, how do you accommodate your space to facilitate groups
attending programs?

4.Does your library ever use any other community building for Y/A
oriented programs?

II. Who re the Young Adults You Serve?

1. Vhat age range or grade level or other definition do you use to
den tify young adults?

2. that age or grade grouping constitutes the majority of your Y/A
users?

3. What percentage,(approximate) of your users are young adults?

4. Can this Y/A user group that your library serves be characterized?
(e.g., ethnic origin, economical y and educa'ionally disadvantaged,

, upper-middle class,

5. In your opinion, why do young adu is come to your library?

6. What percentage (guesstimate) of your Y/A users use Central?'

7. Comment on some of the reasons they use Ceptral and the uses
made of Central.

[II.
Services to Young Adults

1. How do you identify the information needs of your Y/A users?
(e.g., statistically, survey, talk to them, etc.)

13.



2. Does your library have'a written or "understood" statement of
objectives; goals, or policies in serving young adults?'

. What is it? (Attach a copy if available)

3. Does The VA librarian (or other library staff person) take part
in school visits?

. How many schools and classes were
visited_during the last academic year?

Does'thevisiting librarian have-help in school visits?
Does the visiting librarian discuss the Central library's services
during these visits? Describe any-other regular
.communication between yuw. lilinciry and school staff.

'4 What kinds of programs are scheduled _for young adults in your
library?

How many programs specifically aimed at young adults were offered
during the period Sept. 1, 1976-Aug. 31, 1977?

How many programs not specifically aimed at young. adults but which
also appe'aled to them were offered during the Sept. 1, 1976,-.
August 31, 1977 period?

5. Descrioe any young adult outreach activities (excepting school
visits) performed by members of the staff' and indicate who
performs these outreach activities.

6. Check off the in-library activities and services specifically oriente
to young adults offered by your library, and indicate who is
primarily responsible for them, and if someone usually assists.

Service /Activity Who responsible Who Assists
library instruction

book-talks

reader's advisory
exhibits and displays

book selection

An Selection

Other (please list
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7. How, by what criteria, and by whom are services for young adults
evaluated?

8. What policy does your library practice regarding service to
young adults for school assignments? (telephone and in-person)

9. Does your library experience any problems in providing service to
.young adults?

IV:Materials
,

1. Does your .library have a separate Y/A collection or
ofj.t) integrated into the general collection?

Fiction

Non-Fiction

Magazine

is it (or part

Estimate_the percentages of your.total collection for the foliatingcategories:

Y/A Childrens Adult

3. Please check and list the approximate percentages of media that
your library ossesses

Medium Quantity of Holdings 0, Oriented'to Y/A

.

,

Circulate
(Yes/No)

In-Library
Use Possible.

Recprds .

.

. ,
---CdasgFtaes

Tiamstrips,
auper an. reg,
8 mm silent r
Super 8 mm sound

Slides

names /Puzzles .- ";-

'ii..ulti-media kite

Other
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4. BudgetrNWhat percentage of your total budget for the last budget
year was spent. on A/V materials?

What % of A/V budget was spent on Y/A materials?

What A/V medium represents the largest portion of your last year's
budget?

What % of the total budget was spent on Y/A materials? (print and non-
print material-s-T---

5. What other print or non-print materials specially oriented to young
adults do you possess? (e.g., poster collectipn, job or career
information collection, high-interest/low-lel/el readingbooks, etc.)

1. Branch /Town. - Central Relationship

1. What should the Central library's Y/A services role be in relation
to systems' member libraries?

2. What do you expect of a Y/A consultant?

3. How does your staff make Y/A referrals to Central? call ahead
to verify:material availability; prepare young adult by explaining Centre
facilities or arrangement, etc.)

4. Miscellaneous comments that you care to offer vis-a-vis young adults,
services, etc.

-



COMMUNITY LIBRARIES SURVEY
October, 1977

A fairly detailed questionnaire was developed and sent to all
professional librarians in MCLS units. The purpose was to obtain
information about their young adult users, their facilities,
staffing,"services, collections, and expectations of Central
and the young adult consultant. An additional 28 questionnaires
(4 to Livingston/Wyoming and 24 to Wayne /Ontario Library System)
were sent out upon request to administrative representatives
of Livingston-Wyoming and Wayne-Ontario Library Systems. The
questionnaires were then distributed to selected library units.

A decision was made to include all professional librarians in
order to obtain all perspectives and differences of opinion.
For three of the five sections from the questionnaire, multiple
response per question was recorded if a difference of opinion
windicated. The other two sections required information of
amore factual nature, so a single response per library was re-
corded.

/ \.,

A breakdown of turned Questionnaires follows:

# of libraries
received

#returned #Librarians
received

#returned

RPL Branches 12 12 26 24

Community Librd-ries
inside Monroe Co. 22 17 57 35

SUBTOTAL 34 29 83 59

Community Libraries
outside Monroe Co. 28 18 28 18 /

GRAND TOTAL 62 47 111 77

Community Libraries inside Monroe Co. that did not respond to question-
naire: E. Irondequoit P.L.

W. Irondequoit P.L.
Mendon P.L.
Parma P.L.
Riga P.L.

I
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COMMUNITY LIBRARIES
ROCHMTER runic LIDPARY 3/70

YOUNG. ADULT OUESTIONNAIRE.

1. Ir YOU ARE A STUDENT, CHM: THE CFADE YOU ARE IN: 7 8 9 10 11 12

IF YOU ARE NOT A STUDENT, ARE YOU EMPLOYED? yes

3. HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE TITS LII4RARY? once a week or more
once a month .or MOM'
three to nix tines a year

4. HOW COULD TUI.E.LIBRAMY IMPROVE ITS SERVICES TO YOU?

no

once a year or less
my first time

5. HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE THE HAIN LIBRARY IN DOWNTOWN ROCHESTER?

once a week or more three to six times a year
once a month or more once a year

hardly ever tile it
never use it

6. IF YOU DO. USE Tiir. MAIN LIBRARY DCf :NTOWN "once a year or. more"; WHAT IS YOUR. USUAL REASON
ron GOING THERE? (CEECR ALL THAT APPLY)

I need school-related material that I can't get at my neiLhborhood public library.

I need recreational material for my own interests that I cn't get at my neighborhood
public library.

I can't wait for the material to be sent to my neighborhood public library.

It is conveniently located near my bus stop.

Other (If "Other", please explain)

7. IF YOU NEVER OR HARDLY EVER USE THE RAIN LIBRARY DOWNT0=, MAT IS YOUR REASON? (CHECK ALL
THAT AMY)

don't need to unc any library much don't hava cnourh time
pet what I need at my local 7..ub1ic library to bir. and complicated
library Other (If "Other, please explain)
transportation in difficult

8. IF YOU HAVE USED TRE rAIN LIBRARY DOWNTOZ, WHAT ri,osLcrs DID YOU HAVE IN USING IT?
(Such as:.unfricndly staff; hard to find anythinc; oo;:s not on shelf; etc.,)

9. DO YOU TEAT YOU UN ASi: FOR tOOKS OR oTnEr. MATERIAL TO BE SENT FROE THE XAIN LIBRARY
DOWI:70;:j TO YC 1:LIcEscinou FULLIC LIL:1ABY? yes no

10. HAVE YOU 1.17.R ASEED eon BOORS OR. OTEER XATERIAL TO DE SENT TO YOUR LOCAL LI37.ARY?
no

JO
11. IF YOU CHECKED "no" IN NUMPER.8, WHAT IS YOUR REASON?

don't need to Other (If "Other", please explain)
ta;:es too long to rccoivc material

12. rrersE CHECK nICH ACTIVITIES YOU WOULD LIKE TO PARTICIPATE IN AND INDICATE Ti! E LIBRARY
LOCATION YOU rrErLR roR THESE ACTIVITIES.

video workshoos
filn/mu.ic ,rorrams
cratts/noabi,s wor::shoz:s
boo!. (.iscunion roups

Other (Write in suzcentions)

at main library OR at local library
at main iiLrar.' OR at local library
at Train li!:ror-, OR at local library
at main library OR at local liLrary

it main library OR it local library
at mlin library OR at local library

13. IF YOU WOULD LIFE TO PAF.TICIPATE IN MI? ACTIVITIES, ruAse CIFCLL THE "AY AND TINE YOU

enernn.
S H. T U TH F S morning afternoon evening

14. WOULD YO0 IC TNTLMSTED IN JOINING A LIF!.A!'Y CIUB Fee. YOUNG A!ULTS AT your 'Pm, LIRRAIY?
( TO HhLP WITN 1 t,111.r LXhIbITS, LTC.)

VeS no

0
rwsr FITUIN THIS TO A LTiLFAIY 11.Arr THALK YOU FOX. YOUR nue.--?,,

7c/



COMMUNITY LIBRARIES

YOUNG ADULT QUESTIONNAIRE

March 13-18, 1978

The objectives of the survey of young adults in selected

commumity libraries are 1. to obtain further data about reasons for
Y/A use and non-use of Central and problems using Central.

2. to obtain data about Y/A knowledge of

3. to assess.young adult interest in types of
programming and preferred location for programs.

and use of I.L.L.

In addition, three questions of specific interest to the community
libraries were included at the request of the Y/A librarian.

Selection of which community libraries participated was determined
in part by the Y/A librarian's interest in volunteering to ,Participate
and by a Purposeful selection by the geographical location of the
Jibrary, so that 5 branches and 6 town libraries representing the
four geographical locationsj.n the City of Rochester and the County
of Monroe were included.

Young adult librarians were responsible for the. distribution
and collection of the auestionnaire. The Y/A consultant and I
visited six of the participating libraries during the survey week,
\so that direct observation could be made. Completed questionnaires
were mailed to the project director daily, so that tabulation could
be accomplished.

Analysis of the findings was completed and orally presented to
all attending Y/A librarians at a scheduled Y/A program meeting.

During this same Period and extending to 4/7/78, I.L.L.
request slips for young adults were monitored by the project director
in order to determine the quantity of Y/A generated requests and
what percentage they represented of all I.L.L. requests.
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pnrm. I. 1. .. 1, unAvy
LON DAI'v fit .:IAIFE

en.
The Rochester rub* Library in trving'to learn more about your nne or

non-unc of public libraries in order toplan improved service to studfluts. Plea..o.fill
out thin nuerionnaire and return it to/your teacher.Thin is not n test.. bo not in your name. Thank you so much for your help.

"meeeNe***Anuawne0Aeurovaremuten***44neo,14****a********ttegatteenesvuonte*momeeeewouleeeen******neehue***e4neoleao,

1. CIRCLE' YOURCEADC IN SCHOOL. 7 8 9 10 11 12 2. SEX: male female
3. MAT IS YOUR MAJOR couEsr or STUDY?

technical /vocational academic college preparation

4. HOW orm DO YOU: ENTRY DAY AU:OST rvErr DAY ONCE OR MCC A !;F:11: Li:r$ Tni7; tTENLY

listen to radio

watch television

listen to a music recording

read a newspaper

read a magazine

read a book for pleasure

S. DO YOU READ FOP. YOUR PLEASURE? YES HO

8. IF YOU ANSIIERED "YES" in IS, WHAT DO YOU USUALLY READ? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

mysteries popular teen novels fiction best-sellers

science fiction/fantasy books sports stories non-fiction

magazines
Other (Please explain)

7. For the fellowin7 types of information and materials, mark in the box before the item if you przb&::.want or need information cr material on these items. Tnen, for all the ones you checked, mark."Yes" or "::o"if you think you would use a library for getting the info- ration.

%kin. CR NEED TEIS TY?E OF INFORATION/nATERIAL?

ED fiction books to read for pleasure

C::3 non-fiction books to read for pleasure

-WOULD USE A LIBRARY TO GET INFORYPTION

. YES 6
YES NO

C:.7] magazines to read for pleasure
YES NO

r--1 materials for school- lated work
YES NO

r--1 music recordings for njoyment
YES NO

r-Teducational and ca r opportunities
YES No'

ED available local b training programs
and jobopporiu itics

YES NO

ri automobile/motorcycle repair
YES NO

ED crafts and hobbies
YES NO

r--1 games and sports

ED consumer information on products

CD personal local information

f---7 self-understanding and family problems

sex education

142
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YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES No

YES NO



E. 1,nLP Exiumucl.r. unim: YOBLId mu.4. ChLLE HOW vtoll.m. ABOUT TUC NI.LiWIrG:

STC001:LY

AMEL
If n person knrw how to Use a public
Ifbrary, Le/she could definitely improve
hicsolf/hemelf.

libraries ubualli do a good job of
sup:blvIng materials for children and students.

kronle who worb in public libraries
usually provide willibg and useful help.

Public libraries are usually moty concerted

about book:: than about people.

You can usually "Ct a letter selection of books
at a bookstore rather than a public library.

Public libraries are t . old-fashioned I. formal.

Being in a public library mahen me uncomfortable.

Tulic libraries don't have much of interest
for teenagers.

9

10.

WHICH LIBRARY DO YOU USE THE HOST REGULARLY?

WHY DO YOU USE THE LIBRARY YOU CHECBCD

GENLVAI1Y GENERALLY

school library

neighborhood public library

main public library devntown

Ill uunRcR 9 MORE OFTEN THAN ANOTHER LIBRARY?

DISAGBIZ LN3W

college librar

don't use any'

library regulari.:

11 HOW OFTEN TO YCU T10 RAIN PUBLIC

once a week or more

once a month or more

LIBRARY DO=TONN?

3 to 6 times a year hardly ever use it
once or twice a year never use it

12. IF YOU DO DEE 'ME RAIN LIBRARY DOWNTOWN ONCE A YEAR OR HORS, CHAT IS YOUR USUAL EP FOR GOING 714=E?
(aEcr ALL TLAT APPLY)

I need school-related materials that 7 can't got at my neighborhood public library or scLcol

I need recreational-related materials that I can't get at my neighborhood public library cr school library.

It is conveniently located near my bus stop.

more convanfent hours of service than other libraries

Other reason (Please explain)

13. IF YOU NEVER OR HARDLY EVER USE TILE VAIN PUBLIC LIBRARY MINTON:1, WHAT IS YOOR REASON? (CH:::: ALL ;CAT

don't need to use any library much

pet what I reed at. my neighborhood public library

get what I need at my school library

hours are inconvenient

getting there in diffic....lt because cf
transportation problem;

dor0t have enough free time

library too big and complicated

Other reason (Please explain)

14. IF YOU HALT USED THE MAIN LIPFARY DOwNTODN. PLEASE ray. CRITICISES OR SUUlIZTICNS CN CC:: ITS P:RV:CPS CCL:L:
PE If:PROVEN FCR YOU. (Passible *ideas: friendlier staff; better stens and directions; more study space: better

records)

It's fine the way it in now

IS. RLr.A.r.r c!r0), AcTIvT171.n
YOU Rif.11,1'rL: Te.:SE

video wor%shops

film/music programn

_ob opportunities woObhops

crafts and hobbies worl,shops

book discus,ion pronps

Other {write in sorge%tionn)

or 1::7FREST7-n TK Pl-sTr1VP77,:.7

at main doantown library

at main downtown

it main downtown-----

at main downtown

at main downtown

library

library

library

library

M*1;7' OfWW(WII rary

Y4,, -364

OR

OP.

OR

OR

OR

C!E.:-.7.

at neighborhood library

at neirhborhod

at rwic!.lor!:cu.!

at ncigh!orho-,L

at noichlor4oad

OR at no i ehhothr,11 r.-ry



SECONDARY SCHOOL SURVEY

Introduction and iie1,cdu1051

In order to obtain information about library behavior from a broad sample represen-
tative of Rochester ouhg adults, 6 Rochester secondary schools were selected - --
Marshall, Madison, Edison Tech., Monroe, East high and Bishop Kearney. The purpose
behind this survey was to learn al:out the information need.vmedia usage, attitudes
about libraries, and use of libraries by voung adults who don't use libraries
regularly. This group is of particular interest since these young people represent
potential libra7y users who may be encouraged to use libraries if libraries can be
responsive to their needs and interests.

Much thought was put into a method of drawing a sample, and usins the structure
of the nubile/Parochial secondary school system was determined to be the best
method of reaching as broad and comprehensive a samnle as possible. This researcher
seriously considered obtaining a samnle from Youth organizations and schools that
serve the drop-outs., "problem" kids, etc. -- tynicallv non-library users; however,
it was felt that the findings would -,11e4be sufficiently representative or compre-
hensive to contribute aiy.,7 valid .iikdiecoro. Id spite of this concern and the
resultinE sample design, only 46 resnomdents were identified as "nen-users". Perhaps
it would have been more beneficial to have weighted the samnle by including only the
"problem" young adults froM these various organizations and schools that serve the
drop-outs and educationally and socially disadvantaged.

Other resources and data are available, however, to obtain information about the
targrit,7Tpulation that this study was designed for. A one-day (Saturday) survey
was az ,,idtown plaza c wLLL:', the results will be discussed later in this paper.
Additional resources --- needs assessments and local surveys of youth, etc. ---
will be referred to in the final report.

The samnle was to have been comnosed of two English classes for three grade levels
at each school. However, because of the loss of instructional time caused by the
winter snow storms and other shcool surveys, nermission was granted in only two of the
schools. In these 2 schools --- Madison and Bishop Kearney --- the Questionnaire was
administered by the En7.1i-h teachers.

I managed tO,gain permission either administer the questionnaire mvself'or let the
teachers administer it in three other schools --- Franklin, Monroe,-and Douglas.
These arrangements were made through the kind cooperation of the school librarians,
with the following variations: Franklin - I administered the questionnaire to six
study-halls. A few questionnaires were distributed in the school library.

The principal at Madison gave permission for the survey .in the English classes and
assured me that he would oversee the survey) but as it turned out, only 3 classes
(one per grace level) were given the questionnaire. Response was very low:-



Monroe - The teachers of the 7th and 8th grade clusters administered the
questionnaire to two English classes per grade level. In addition, I administered
it to 3 joint study halls in order to obtain 9th-12th gr.ide respondents..

Douglas - the school librarian oversaw the administration of the questionnaires by
English teachers to 3 classes each of 7th and 8th graders..

The original study design of 2 classes of 3 grade levels at each school had to be
modified somewhat, since study hall respondents were Of various grade levels.*

Of the 773 returned questionnaires, only 557.were processed, in order to cOhterbalance
the non-representative sample. Some schools and some grade levels were overly
represented, depending a lot on the manner and method b which the teacher or librarian
at the school handled the distribution process. Therefore,. I tried to remedy this
sample fault by selecting for nrocessin7, a more nearly equal amount per. grade level and
per school, so that no school or grade level wculd.be overly represented in the sample
The only case :here it was impossible to do this was for Madison High School. I'm not
sure exactly what occurred there, but only 39 questionnaires were returned. Since so
fetiquestionnaires were returned, the 11th grade sample, particularly, is small
(46 total respondents), since the 11th grade respondents were tohave been drawn from
Madison and Franklin.

In spite of the limitations and proLlems with obtaining a representative sample of
Rochester young, adults, I feel the survey was worth the effort for even if it
failed to provide much data on the "non user", the very fact that the students were
not surveyed inside a library should provide another source of data to validate,
question, and supplement the data already gathered by.int.aibrary surveys.

S

Findings

Number of Questionnaires Returned and Processed by Grade Level:

(see next page)

* As it turned out, the respondents from the study halls were generally observed to be
the less academic, less ....erious Student -- exactly the kind of students this researche
was looking for.
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Grade Returned Processed

7th 165 95
8th 164 98
9th 129 98

10th 163 116
11th 46 45
12th 106 105

7.73 557

Number of Questionnaires Returned and Processed by School:

School (Grades Included) _Returned Processed

Douglas (7th & 8th) 180 102
Madison (9th, 10th, 11th, 12th) 39 37
Monroe (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12th) 223 166
Kearney (9th; 10th, 12th) 2a4 .148
Franklin (9th, 10th, 11th, 12th) 127 104

773 557

As already mentioned, because of havilfg an imbalanced sample for certain grades an
schools, not all the returned questionnaires 'ere processed. Monroe HiFh School's
sample is higher than the others for two reasons: 1) Using the study hallS as one
mechanism for obtaining the respondents provided respondents from more grade levels
than planned; 2) Since this is the closest (walking distance) secondary school to
Central, it was felt that a larger sample would be useful. In addition, some
questionnaires were voided for being improperly completed.

Totals for Sex and Major-Course of Study

Grade Males Females Sex not Indicated ,Tech/Voc. Academic 'Mot Indicated
,

"7th 39 . 55
.

1 18 11 '66
8th 35 60 3 9 29 60
9th 40 55 3' 14 68 16

10th 63 51 2 .26 57 33
11th 15 29 1 11 20 14
12th 48 56 1 17: 67_ 21

Overall
TOTALS, 240 306 11 95 252 210

,
X46mai

The proportion of male. o female isArenresentative ofthe proportion in the City
secondary schools. However, an analysis of the findings by major course of study39_

-



MIDTOWN SURVEY

The survey of Saturday, April 15, 1978, at Midtown Plaza was conducted with the
intent to determine if a shopping mall is a good survey site to obtain data from
library non-users. On addition, a non-institutional site was desired to obtain a
small sample to see if there would be any significant difference between the findings
for the two samples.

Ellin Chu, the young adult consultant, and I conducted the survey for a 5 hour Period,
11:30 am 7 4:30pm, stationed at a table with a bulletin hoard display of record
posters, signs and attractive Y/A booklists. In addition, we had a 8 mm cartridge
projector showing films of interest, honing to attract the attention of young adults.
We found that the display attracted all age groups, and for the most part, we had littl
difficulty getting young adults to complete the questionnaire.

As it turned out, only 4 non-users were identified out of the 74 ouestionnaires that

werewere\

completed and processed. The ratio of non-users to users is somewhat smaller in
the survey than in the high -school survey, however the midtown sample size may
have teen too small to use as a unit for comparison. Hownver, a one-day survey is not
sufficient to determine if a shopping mall is the best place to survey non-users.
Also, it \must be remembered that taking part in the survey was purely voluntary and
in fact, re ^wired some interczt initiative on the r.sart of the young adults who
passed by oar table. Prohalay the type of young adult who doesn't use libraries or

.'rarely uses them is.not tyne who will voluntarily approach an ex::ibit and fill

out a questionnaire. So, it is not necessarily valid to assume that this type of young
adult is not "hanging around" the mall just because so few were identified in the
survey.

TOTALS FOR GRADE LEVELS, SEX, AND. MAJOR COURSE OF STUDY

Grade #of ResnondPnts Sex and.raior Course of. Study
PALE 24

FEMALE 44
not indicate& 6

74

7th 15

8th. 20

9th 9

10th _15

11th 8

'12th 7

74

.--

147

technical/vocational 11
academic 19
not indicated 44

74


